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Jewish Life At Trinity New Room Inspections Begin
BY D A N BERMAN

News Writer

Last week, the Jewish community at Trinity celebrated the
beginning of Rosh Hashanah
with a dinner and service
Wednesday evening run by
Hillel, Trinity's branch of the
nationalJewish student organization. Rosh Hashanah, the two
day observance of the Jewish
New Year is the first of the High
Holy Days, the second being
Yom Kippur (Day of Repentance), which begins Friday
evening at sundown.
On Thursday, several students went to local Hartford
area synagogues for services. In
order to do so, students needed
to receive permission from their
professors in order to miss class,
a hurdle that Jewish students
must go through each year in
order to observe the holidays.
However, as the High Holy Days
occur on different days each
year, professors are not always

aware that they have scheduled
exams for those days. How professors handle these individual
situations is entirely up to them,
according to Dean of Students
David Winer, "The professor has
the autonomy and the academic freedom to run their
classroom as they see fit." He
added, "most faculty under
most conditions will be cooperative with the students."
However, there have been instances in the past where students were placed in the
position of choosing between
their faith and attending their
classes. One student was threatened with a grade of zero on an
exam if they did not take a test
that had been scheduled on
Rosh Hashanah. Hillel member
Liz Freirich '98 said that, "For an
institution like Trinity to call
itself liberal and progressive
when it treats its Jewish students like second-class citizens
when we ask to get out of classes
on the holiest day of the year is
see ROLE on page seven

Talk Exposes Vatican
BY TIMOTHY SLOTOVER

News Editor

Author and Columbia University Professor Susan Zuccotti
addressed members of the Trinity and Hartford community
yesterday in a lecture entitled
The Vatican and The Holocaust

held in the Austin Arts Center.
The lecture was the first public presentation of Dr. Zuccotti's
new research into the events
surrounding the Vatican's actions and attitudes in relation to
the treatment of the Jews during World War Two, and especially the issue of the Papal
silence during the war from the
Italian perspective.
Dr. Zuccotti has previously
published two books, The Italians and The Holocaust and The
French, The Holocaust, and The

Jews, She recently taught a
course at Trinity on the Holocaust.
Dr. Zuccotti spoke of the controversy surrounding the
Vatican's failure to condemn the
Holocaust during World War
Two. She cited the common explanations that the Pope may
not have known about the death
camps or that "a public denunciation of the murders of Jews

ing but would have made things
worse for everything. Hitler
would have enacted reprisals
upon Catholics in Germany or
upon half Jews hitherto exempt
from deportations," she said.
"German Catholics would have
been angry and alienated from
the church, and the German
Army would have retaliated
with the invasion of the
Vatican." She further explained
that a "denunciation of the Holocaust would have violated papal neutrality." Others claim
that intervention would have
endangered the thousands of
Jews harbored in Italy during
the war.
Zuccotti cited other examples
of alleged acts of humanitarianism by the Vatican but then presented evidence that attitudes
and feelings may have been different.
. "I can tell you quite unequivocally that I have been shocked
and surprised by the extent of
anti-semitism in Vatican publications before the war," she explained. "In 1890, a series of
three articles in a Jesuit publication closely affiliated with
the Vatican discussed the Jewish Question in Europe These
see JEWS on page eight

ORL room searches raise privacy concerns among students
BY DEVTN PHARR

News Writer

In, a letter recently sent by
the Office of Residential Life,
students were informed that
Trinity will be engaging in
campus wide room inspections
each semester This is a definitive change ifrant last year, during which only a total of 160
rooms were inspected.
"Our purpose here is not to
blindside people," said Ed
Stigall, Director of Residential
Life. "We are able to do more
and better by not being restricted to the number of
rooms we thought we could do
when we needed tocalltheday
before. And we never really felt
we were seeing the rooms as
they might look on a daily basis."
Despite the fact that the in;
spections may occur without
the residents present, Stigall
defended the policy, stating,
"we're not out to make life
harder for anyone, or to get anyhttieyeaiapreviQus.Butso .*
far we haven't had anyone hurt
and I think everyone, students
and faculty, would like to keep
it that way,"
Overall reactions throughout the campus about the new
policy highlighted the overriding concern of privacy and the
discomfort of exposing private
lives to unknown individuals.
Alex Gar nick '00 exclaimed, "I
think that if they want to bust
into our rooms to check fox all
that fire safety stuff, they
should be checking for all the
cobwebs, stains, and the .gargantuan holes left unfixed
from the nineteenth century*
Some students have also expressed concern regarding the
state of their roorrtsand strangers looking at their personal effects.
David Kyle '00 mentioned
that "even if the search is a
quick and cursory glance, they ;
may not realize the unsettling
feeling this may create,"
Personal space is important
to everyone at Trinity, burner- •
ous students expressed how
the searches violated their personal limits. Rob Churchwell
'00 said, "Finding time to one-

self, is usually difficult at best
living on a campus in the city.
Our room, whether used as a solace for that purpose-or riot, is
one of the only places .we have
where we can bar entry to theoutside world. A place to ourselves," While the possibility of
an administrator or college of-'
ficial entering our rooms is always present, students find the
use of this power to be deeply
unsettling,
"I find it disturbing that Campus Safety Officers will be invading my room when I'm not
present We can't be expected to
sit in our rooms all day like
we'rewaitingfor the cable man"
said Dan Berman'01.
However, there are some students who are not concerned at
all with the searches, such as
Bailey Kindlon '01 who said, "I
really could care less. It's only a
room."
Thave no problem with fire
inspections," commented Tanya
Dickey '98, "but the idea of
people who I don't know being
in my room isn't something I'm
really comfortable with." Another senior who wishes to remain anonymous said,'Tm not

outraged or anything and t see
the point in protecting us from
doing stupid things. But in
searching every room and
finding the same thing, it really
does just become a violation of
-privacy." . .
Nicole Russo '99 said, "it really bothers me and my roommates. They're all worried tha
they will rifle through their
personal belongings.".
Stigall explained the ipspection process. Students have
the option.of being present for
the inspection of their rOom.
However, if thestudent is not
present, the inspection will
still take.place. These inspec
tions are focused on looking for
violations of the housing code
such as the presence of appliances which use an excessive
amount of power, outside air
conditioners, halogen-lamps
and overloaded outlets.
Other than obvious security
issues such as pets and damage to the room's interior, the
inspection is not a long or invasive search of a student's
residence. These inspections
will be repeated later in thesesee ROOM on page seven
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Alumnus Reacts
To Tropical Letter

must be the kind of person who
sits down to write a two page
I was trying to think of a (single spaced) letter to the Trisnappy response to the Psi-U pod in response to a list needs
response of the Tropical "Top to take a time out and do some
Ten List" of a couple of weeks homework or read a book or go
ago, but I thought that "the En- for a jog or call a friend or someglish Department is offering a thing.
Sarcasm 151 class next semesIt is apparent that a lot of
ter" would be rude.
thought and energy was put
Dude, you got some serious into that letter, but I'm sorry to
humor problems going on here, say that, while it WAS typed in
I'm not saying that The Tripod's the English language, it didn't
Top Ten list is the be-all and end make much sense.
-all of comic geniusiness or
whatever, which means that Sincerely,
anyone who takes it seriously Name withheld
To the Editor:

Administrators like to promote Trinity's move toward greater diversity on campus. The class of 2001 showed a 100% increase in the number of African American students. Latino, Jewish, and Asian percentages are on the rise. But Trinity is
falling short when it comes to promoting and understanding this diversity after
students actually enroll and are participating in college life.
Trinity does little toenlighten students about what different races and ethnicities
actually believe and practice. While there is a majority of White, Christian students at this institution, there are also those who come from other religious and
ethnic traditions. The campus would benefit greatly from increased awareness
and available information about these groups.
Rosh Hashanah, a major religious holiday in the Jewish tradition, occurred last
week. As far as this campus was concerned, however, there was nothing special
about Thursday or Friday. Classes were not canceled. In an introductory religion
class, the holiday was not mentioned. Hillel held a service, but many students are
not even aware Hillel's purpose or place on campus. They have a house stuffed
away on Crescent street, far removed from the main stream of campus.
Why does the administration tout itself as an institution committed to increasing diversity and racial awareness while ignoring the groups on campus that are
trying to promote just that? Of course, the administration is not solely to blame.
Students also need to make the effort to learn about such groups. But how can
students be expected to learn when there are no tools with which to find the information?
If President Dobelle truly wants to create a microcosm of the diverse world in
which we live, he needs to encourage professors, administrators and campus organizations to make students more aware. Students should be learning about African American and Latino culture, about the religions of Asia and about Judaism
and Christianity alike. There should be festivals and fliers and information on special holidays and cultural traditions. Before Trinity can become the heterogeneous
educational institution it promotes itself to be, the administration needs to determine how serious they are about moving beyond numbers and percentages to the
real meaning of diversity.

Elizabeth Perry '98

T.K.MacKay<99

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

MANAGING EDITOR

Reading Week Plans
There are just a few more days left until that glorious vacation.,.1
mean work period, that we so lovingly call Reading Week. It's
that time of year when we toddle off to the far reaches of the
country, or world, to study? The Tripod would like to offer its
services in planning your long, illustrious, educational getaway
to prepare for midterms.

W

Home

New York

Now that Times Square has
been Disney-f ied, it's no fun.

Atlantic City

All glitz, no substance (But if
you win big, we love you.)

Denmark

Why in God's name would
anyone want to waste their
time in that cultural wasteland?

The Broad Street Brothel

You can always get lots of
studying done while surrounded by red lights.
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Thorn Back'98
AlcxCukor'98

FFATLRLSnDITORS

Jultanva Bojiian&i

You unimaginative bore. •

99

BUDGET DlRI-CIOR

Hot sun, warm rum, and
Dostoyvesky...aww yeah.

Tahiti

Patrick Curry '00

OlNION'FlJUORS

Jcunc^ Gnffith 99
Sat'i Menu '0U

OV-LINEEWJOR

Bum Jackson'00

Camp Trin Trin

Becoming intimate with a thesis, are we?

The Betty Ford Clinic

So you, are the reason why
we're #5.
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POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:

In ( h u f

Business Offuc
(

•CAMPUS MAIL:

BOX 702582

•E-MAIL:
• CAMPUS NETWORK:

tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
:
General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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As I See If
By
Most people probably for that person to come up
know that last Thursday and with the true purpose of the
Friday was Rosh Hashana. holiday— to honor American
The Trinity campus didn't re- soldiers who fell in battle
ally take much notice of it. while fighting to defend their
Sure, a few professors can- nation. Is it me, or is it a bit
celled class, and a couple of sick that we have turned a
your Jewish friends either holiday like that into a celwent home or went to ser- ebration of the beginning of
vices, but on the whole, noth- summer?
ing much happened. Let me
The same thing happens
rephrase that, nothing much with Labor Day. Ask somehappened except for the un- one to tell you about the
abashed joy of having class original purpose of Labor
cancelled.
Day. I'm sure they'd be hard
I've come to notice that the pressed for an answer.i know
word holiday has begun to I was. I think of it as the last
take on a new meaning in the day of summer vacation. On
late twentieth century. It is the following day, the
no longer a "holy day," but a beaches close and elemenvacation. This is not true for tary, middle, and high school
every person and every holi- students traditionally return
day (for instance, most Jews to school. What does Labor
view Rosh Hashana as a Day honor? I know it has
genuine holy day), and it ap- something to do with orgaplies more to secular holi- nized labor in the United
days, but the statement still States, but beyond that, I'm
holds a great deal of validity. stumped. I tried to' find the
For example, ask someone holiday's history on the
what Memorial Day is, and internet, but all I came up
unless they are a veteran or with were event schedules,
are directly related to one, parades, and a few histories
they will most likely say that of labor struggle in America.
it is the beginning of the 1 couldn't find the exact root
summer season. You know, or purpose of Labor Day. I
the great three-day weekend doubt that I'm the only perthat you spend down the son who has next to no idea
shore or-ata $^b#ti&xs&faJI$L
would take further inquiry lay, and that reinforces the
and a good deal of prodding problem that I have been

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF
THE CAMPUS-WIDE ROOM
INSPECTIONS?
ERIK ANDERSON '00

"They're annoying more
than helpful."

MICHELLE LOMBARD '98

"The school has liability.
It's within their rights to
check what's in their
buildings."

PHILIP BURGER '99
LYNDSAY SIEGEL '00
PATRICK KLAUSS '99

"We just hope they don't
walk in on us naked."

ranting about. How can we
celebrate a holiday when we
have no idea what it is about?
I think that this is one of the
main reasons that our holidays are losing their meaning.
Also, what's the deal with
this "Memorial Day" and "Memorial Day (Observed)"
thing? Do we only honor our
nation's fallen on Mondays so
we can get a nice cushy
weekend? Either make the
holiday the 30th of May (what
it is, officially), or make it the
last Monday in the month of
May, but don't declare it as
one day and celebrate it on
another.
Another holiday that we
adjust to fit our three-day
weekend desires is Martin
Luther King Jr.'s Birthday. His
birthday was on the 15th of
January, yet we honor him
with Martin Luther King Jr.
Day (also written on many
calenders as Martin Luther
King Jr.'s Birthday (Observed)) on the third Monday
of January. I know he's dead,
but the least we can do is celebrate his birthday on the
right day.
Yet another example is that
the first Monday of Readme
served)— you see the real Columbus Day is on Sunday, but
that wouldn't give all government employees an extra day
off. Basically, the whole "observed" thing throws me. Is
it or is it not the holiday, and
if it is, why don't we just call
it the holiday and get all of
this wordy, confusing rhetoric out of the way?
The worst of our secular
holiday shuffling has to be
Presidents' Day. Was it too
many holidays in the middle
of February? Did they fall inconveniently in the middle
of the week? Are Abraham
Lincoln (February 12) and
George Washington (February 22) just not important
enough to have their own
holidays? Sure, a three-day
weekend in the middle of
February is really nice, but
next year, President's Day
doesn't even fall halfway between the two birthdays. It is
on the 16th of February, the
only Monday between the
two dates. This is getting ridiculous.
Is it impossible to celebrate
a holiday which involves getting the day off on the day
that it was intended? Next
thing you know the fourth of
July will be Independence
Day (Observed) and it will
celebrated on Monday, June
30th or Monday, July 6lh.
When will this madness
end? Can't we just celebrate
our holidays on the right days
for the right reasons, and just
cope if we don't get the long
weekend?

James

Griffith

Two articles in the past week captured my interest. One
was in The Tripod and one was in Friday's edition of The Ne. w
York Times. Thearticle in The Tripod was written by Kosuke
Ikeda and lambasts the different cliques that one might encounter at Trinity. Ikeda does say by the end of his article
that cliques are necessary and interesting to watch. However, the basic tone seemed to say to me that he thought the
cliques on campus were more or less wastes of space. To be
honest I actually thought Raskobikov had stepped out of
the pages of Crime and Punishment and written an article
for The Tripod, This guy seems to have a real problem with
just about everyone on campus.
The article in The Times, titled Drinking to Belong, was
written by Walter Kirn. Kirn used the death of Scort
Kruegger last week, the M.l.T. freshman who went into a
coma after an initiation drinking ritual for a fraternity, as a
springboard to attack fraternities. Or at least those with rituals of binge drinking. Kirn recalls his Princeton days where
be wji eXkluJfd fr-nin ah ei r.r'iii.i.*u>n'- illu^trion* L-HIH'P,
oluhs frtt e.r.mg dubs at !V;it;!/»n anj, as ho puts- it tnc
univeisH), V get,reel rCjUivd'ent c' tiateimt r-> anil S T H IUC-;
and ncitolx wanted by th.'in was a mi^iahlt:, ru.tiiilijtitig
pxpcrkr.ee'" I Ti1 explain*. Lh.uigSi.rhai a v i i ^ u h heavoidc.d
' ho pleasaie of' voir t; ri» into the bushes'
While KniVs aifiic is oi>ti*iideraHy trore serious than
Ikeda i- .itid go->s'\" lodiffea'M issues, they both expound on
a common theme haling exclusionary groups on college
campuses Borh an icios deaily are written by people on the
'outside" of these groups and find rheirself-.imporrance idiCH'C

'1 hey arc borh right Cliques are stupid Being exdusionar> is an idiotic wa> to live a hfe, especially when rhe methoda ol r-eing exclusionary are as arbitrary as fashion or
general "coolness" People who fall into cliques usually fit
Into some kind of cliche of snobbish human behavior
The problem is there are all kinds of snobs in the wo:ld
'I he first one that comes to mind i.-, nauuaily ncji snob? rhc kind '••f ptW.e who Joi'A vvam to have much to <] - with
y»s n >oa c'ont d-i\e. a Pt\-f.v". c.: VILI(.C ].es Ab M as \'v\
concerned, those people canjspend,fee rest oLetexnityjalk-

thirik they know a whole lot about whatever a rtsy type stuff
they focus on. You know the type. They'll go on about their
pet theories o£ the metaphysics of Shakespeare. You get the
feeling that if you haven't read ov seen whatever cult literature they're talking about, you are regarded as an absolute
moron who has no place being In college. And, yes, I do real"
ize Vm probably parodying myself more than I am aware.
At any rate, my point is, people suck no matter where you
look for havens., •
You don't have to thumb through, thej. Grew catalogue or
force.underclassrnen m do thirty shots of J.D. in ap hour so
they can say they're your friends if you want to be exclustei1
arf., Personally, I think the writers of those t^w articles are
probably just as exclusionary and snobby as they accuse others of being. • Only their, snobbery is the powerless, bitter exclttsiveness that breeds in the excluded. -By attacking the
cliches, they tJxeirise.lYes have fallen -into the cliche of the Angry Young Wan. Teelingdissed^fbr lack of a betted word, by
chose jerks that won't accept them, they decide that those
jerks are'n't "worth being accepted by and rail against how stupid it all is. Thus, the cycle continues. The snobs exclude so
the excluded turn into snobs and exclude the snobs. It's ail
just silly and stupid. And, I hate to break it'to you, but it
doesn't stop in college. It's just more intensified here since
everyone is constantly around each other, whether they like
it or not
The second you get involved in something or are vocal
about anything you are interested in, you are going to becategoroteed. Whether it's wearing your black party pants
to a Hall party or yourJawbox shirt in the Underground, you
,v;!i b;i-fciwgor -'fd

Mani> i p o l i n i M ! jiiiiiiuJ, «.i/i<- Aiij> <">t',v.'

Tnat ii, vie need D re tojjfth'i Unly lr tin: c'lfvuv; 1 Jo
people re;iily protect iremstv.es Irom the OL tsicir1 v j.-ld.
H.'imei vi^s rhat "Nothing i«> irorc hclule^s "!ian ii ma'
IVopleget inrotiP.>up<:ba**\Io|ithcirc.ii'*imon initicst« They
always have and they a1 ways will
Hnvievei.dufirrnf; people whole-he;.: L*dlv JTI t ' r u h !
cheir jnrprjMs is nut the best WJV t J approach rr-rm
people ate inut.h TI'MC than i/w si;m ol ire;r lnts'iests.
people h^ive aL least some interests beyond the .-.upeilici.il
appeararitt^they 0Kpre->C"itip world I'veuiI their lntort^t
don'i nueu'st you, that d ;esn i necr^aiily mean they arc uniniponant are idiotic Uclore judging how much a wa*te oi
tune ^oiueonp rb< "s interests arc think j long time about: lie
imerear of your own He honest tvervone think1; the- things
they are >.ruercsieJ in are worthwhile and important Not

all ol them really aie, r hough fotae inifrc:.-. might \erywei.
be wastes of rune, hut, honesth, are yours leally so much
more worthwhile7
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Connecticut, Land of...?
BY VIRAJ MAJMUDAR

Opinion Writer

What glorious weather we've been
having! It's finally been colder, and not
just pain in the butt cold, but sunny,
azure blue sky cool - the kind that announces with fanfare that fall has arrived. The trees are beginning to blush a
beautiful range in color from sun yellow
to deep red, and any sizeable breeze
sends a series of leaves to the ground.
The wool sweaters have come out, and
I've even seen a few turtlenecks. In the
morning we get just a sample of how the
air will bite into our warm, exposed
faces, and make our eyes tear during an
early run. This is a fabulous time of year
in Connecticut.
At the start of freshman year, I was
very pleasantly surprised to find that my
, new friends came from all over the country and around the world. As I got to
know these people more, I was shown,, no
given, no inundated with information
about their homes. I wouldn't say I'm ignorant, I mean, I've been to lots of different places in this country and around the
world, but I had no idea, so many cities
were tht greatest place on Earth. Foolish
me. It started with stuff like, 'You can
get the BEST Chinese food ten blocks

has the best bagel place and the best cup
of coffee. It's fine and great to share all
of this, but I soon found there is a fine
line between hometown pride and state
snobbery.
You know, Connecticut and the Northeast have their merits too. We've got gorgeous autumns like the one we're having
now with leaves to crunch on the sidewalk while you run or ride your bike.
There are also ponds to skate on in the
winter - find me that one in Miami.
There's great sledding when it decides to
snow, and history. Lots and lots of history. Think about it - if it wasn't for Mas.sachusetts, the Pilgrims would have
never found Plymouth Rock. That might
have changed things a little. We've got
the Celtics and Bruins, Huskies for basketball, and Whalers for hockey. Wait a
minute, scratch "that last one. Spring
that's a hard earned treat after a grey
winter, and sticky summers that make
you appreciate the winter and your
backyard swimming pool. You can pick
up a tourism brochure if you want to
know more. My point here is simply that
there are merits to this part of the country too.
Furthermore, chances are, no one
forced you to come to Connecticut. You
chose it. So if it's just a four year layover,
ignore the environment, and count the

Chances are, no one forced you to come to Connecticut.
You chose it. So if it's just a four year layover, ignore
the environment, and count the days until you go
home.
from my house1, or 'We have the best bike days until you go home. But if it's not, if
paths iri my city'. And then U was, 'The •. it's more ttoatt'justa^booilswHtehf hap- •
water is so much better at home'. Just pens to be where it is, then try to open
today I heard that there is no good bread up to what is here.
It's not your home. It's not going to be
in New England. Eventually I got disgusted looks accompanied by 'Duhl The as dear or important to you in the same
states are bigger out west', when I erro- way as the place or places you've spent
neously thought you could drive from the first twenty years or so of your life.
some location to another in a single day. And if nothing else, going away to school
Forgive me, I'm born and raised in New is supposed to make you appreciate your
England, where if you had to, you could home even more, which is, of course,
drive through half a dozen states in one wonderful in itself. Comparing this
place to your fabulous home isn't going
day, and still stop to pee occasionally.
Soon it escalated into putdowns of to change it any. I'm not saying you have
Connecticut. The weather is awful - it's to love everything here in New England
too humid, it's too cold, it's too sunny. The or Connecticut or Hartford. Just know
water makes my hair dry, my skin dry, this, there are plenty of things to appregives me zits. Seriously, 1 heard every ciate. We may not have your spectacucomplaint blamed on the water, from lar vistas or white sand beaches; or the
short fingernails to bad grades to the charm of your little town, or the sparkle
food tastes funny (I; told them that was of your city. I'm not asking you to agree
that there's even one great thing about
just Marriot.)
The thing is, what really impressed me being here, but for now, it is your home.
about all these people from every corner If you go to your actual home and say
of the continent: Miami, St. Louis, Seattle, school was great but Hartford sucks, fine.
Maine, Houston, and somewhere in the I'm not going to change your mind.
middle, is how much they liked their
I suppose state snobbery just arises
homes. I enjoyed hearing about the way naturally when so many geographically
things were done in different places. The diverse people are put together. And I
ongoing debate over whether it's pop or think everyone realizes it's not mean
soda, a water fountain or a bubbler spirited. But keep in mind you are al(which by the way, does not bubble). I ways welcome to slow down, look
remember my jaw-dropping reaction around, and enjoy a spectacular early fall
when I found not everyone knows what day like the ones we've had over the trana Fluf fernutter is, and theirs when I said' sition from September to October. While
I'd never been in a Walmart or Target, it may not make you love it here, it might
Their discovery of CVS. Affection for the at least make you deeply breathe in the
city or town each of us calls home is a chilly air that stings your nostrils, and
wonderful thing. Your favorite hamlet smile.

Quest For An Opinion
BY ANDREW PETERSON

Opinion Writer

Let me take a moment to warn all
those who might stumble upon this ar.-tiote iii •stdvanee, before you -devote five
irreplaceable minutes of your time to
reading this over dinner on Tuesday
night; I have nothing to say. That's right,
this article has no point, no insightful
arguments, no delicately constructed
prose; it's just 84 lines of bunk. I'd also
like to apologize for disappointing any
faithful readers I might have. I'll do better next week. The fact is that over the
last seven days absolutely nothing has
happened to me that's worth writing
about. 1 sat around a lot, but that's about
it. So being as it were that my own set of
morals prevented me from writing a
page and a half ode to my couch, I decided to ask everyone I knew what they
would like to read about.
My roommate suggested 1 write about
him. So here goes. Who is Mark Hughes?
Mark is a witty, intelligent, refreshingly
different, extremely available bachelor of
the highest upbringing and social character.
A friend suggested I take a vacation
this week. Good point. So instead of concluding this thought on my own, the remainder of this paragraph will be
written by someone else. It was a bright
cold day in April and the clocks were
striking thirteen...
My editor thought I should write
about room inspections. I really don't
have much to say about them, but beggars can't be choosers. Room inspections
suck. Not only did we have to throw out
our crock pot, but my roommates and I
had to move an entire crack lab into the

basement. And on short notice. But the
real kicker was getting all the illegal
Mexican immigrants back out of the
closet.
A girl upstairs said I should write
about phobias. I thought this would.
make an interesting an info-nrtaEistoilaij*tide but decided against it because I was
afraid I'd screw it up.
The guy next door said I should write
about the fact that outside of Trinity, the
world moves on. Legends are born, heroes fall, and all the while most of us go
about our lives oblivious to it all. What
kind of education are we getting when
we live in such an isolated environment
that fifty-four percent of all students
can't spot a facetious statistic? What can
be done to remedy such a horrid state of
campus-wide cultural apathy and ignorance? I say give us all cable and call it
even.
As a last resort, another friend told me
to write an article in which I would announce that I have hidden hundreds of
dollars in secret locations across the
campus and then give my readers clues
as to their whereabouts. I thought that
was a great idea, and if you think I'm kidding you should read this more closely.
Those were all the suggestions I got.
The fact that none of them made for a
particularly interesting article is, well,
disappointing to say the least. But I can't
blame the people who tried to help me.
It's not their fault they're not very creative. I could blame the school for not
providing me with something positively
fascinating over which I could to wax
poetic. But 1 doubt that would do much
good. No, in the end I blame my couch
After all, if I hadn't sat on it all week who
knows what opportunities could have
presented themselves. Think about it.

The Tripod wishes you a happy and
studious Reading Week. Our next issue
comes out on Tuesday, October 28.
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Looking at back issues of the Tripod, we discovered that despite many passing
years and many campus changes, some problems never seem to go away. Here are
just a few that came to our attention.
Student Apathy
Tuesday October 12,1971
Wednesday, October 13, has been set
aside by certain peace groups as yet another National Moratorium—a day to
stop "business as usual" and bear witness against the war in Indochina. So
far, no one has proposed that the College community participate in this endeavor.
One remembers what
happened last spring, during May's
moratorium: a rather pathetic smattering of students attended a hastily constructed series of teach-ins.
This lack of interest and sense of failure is hardly a Trinity phenomenon.
Nationally, students did not turn out en
masse to announce their opposition to
the war. The arrest of some 10,000 protestors practicing civil disobedience in
the first week of May could not be considered as significant as the non-participation of that vast body of college
youths who, supposedly, place the end
of the war as their highest goal...
We should participate so as to retain
a sense of community and a sense of
decency, two things which are conspicuously absent from college life—
from this college— today. How much
do we detest the image of. the college
student of the fifties; the apathetic
preppie, the drunken fraternity freak,
the spoiled rich kids? Yes, how much
self-hate must we have today, when we
see students totally indifferent to pleas
to protest prison conditions or racism
or the war?
From "A Protest For You," written by
Matthew Mohshok.

Campus Diversity
February 4,1969

The Community

Housing Policies

December 10,1963

The spiraling animosity and misunThe presence of an estimated 10,000
derstanding between the white majority Puerto Ricans in Hartford (primarily in
and the black minority of the United the North End) presents several probStates is reflected in miniature through- lems which embrace the overlapping
out the colleges and universities of the spheres of economy and education.
country. With each confrontation beMost of the Puerto Ricans come in
tween black students and white stu- search of work. Unfortunately, since
dents, faculty members and Puerto Rican adults have an average of
administrators comes the reluctant ad- four years of formal schooling, and since
mission that no academic institution can few speak more than a little broken Enexpect to be spared from the disturbing glish, they encounter considerable diffirealities of contempory life. We are dis- culty in finding work. Those who do get
tressed by that realization, for we have jobs seldom earn enough to pay landalways assumed that the blissful solem- lords for inadequate apartments and to
nity of an academic community is im- otherwise support their large families,
mune to the problems of society at large. which often consist of eight or nine chilWe have believed, somewhat naively, dren and occasionally as many of fifteen
that the charge of racism could never be or sixteen. Those Puerto Ricans who do
levelled against us. But at long last, our not have jobs either live with friends or
complaisance has been jolted: racial ten- relatives, or seek Welfare aid. Unemploysions prevail on every college campus.
ment, racial discrimination, and other
It is clear that the militant quest of factors directly cause some of the worst
black students for their legitimate place living conditions imaginable....
in society has caught Trinity, like so
What is being done? On a formal level,
many other institutions, by surprise. the City of Hartford has several (but not
Although the College finally realizes enough) social workers specially trained
that it must make some sort of special to work with Puerto Ricans. The public
commitment to black students, it has not schools...have special classes. There are
formulated .even a skeletal plan for the evening classes for adults, but manyfulfillment of its responsibility:
adults are unable to attend due to finanFrom a response to Dr. Theodore cial or familial difficulties.
Davidge Lockwood, the President ofTrin- The programs mentioned are still inity at that time, onissuesojcampus diver- adequate. Only time will tell if they will
sity. Specifically, his response to a list ofever approach fulfillment of the needs of
twelve demands about the needs of black these people.
students on campus. This reply was writFrom "Church Could Give More Aid To
ten by David W. Green 71, the Editorial Hartford's Puerto Ricans" by Rockwell
Board Editor o/The Tripod.
Williams.

April 28,1964
For the benefit of those students as
yet uninformed, there has been a
change in school policy regarding the
draw ing of rooms. Whereas in the past
rising seniors have been allowed to reoccupy their junior-year rooms, if they
so wished, from henceforth they will
no longer be allowed to do so. This decision was made by "someone" above
the office of the treasurer acting on
complaints of room switching and
various other evils inherent in the
present system...
The new policy is obviously an attempt to halt particular practices involving the long term tenure of rooms
by certain organizations. Granted it
may accomplish that end. It also, however, penalizes those not involved, e.g.
those juniors in Jones and Elton who
have improved upon cinder block and
concrete and would like to enjoy these
surroundings for one more year.
We feel justified in asking for a year's
grace but whether or not we are
granted one more year, is it too much
to ask that the student be informed in
advance of policy changes that will
affect him?
From "A Complaint"a letter to the
editor co-signed by R.D. Beck '65, PH.
Geetter '65, R.R. Stwud '65, D.R.
Hornfischer '65, R.V. Katz '65, W.K.
Wellborn Jr. '65, D. Guenther '65,J.
Barnardll '65, andJL. Woodcock '65.
The letter was in response to a change
in housing policy that was implemented without notice to students.

TGAC Sponsors Fall Concert With Hopes of Success
To the Editor,
As President of TCAC (Trinity College
Activities Council), I am proud to announce the fact that we will be having a
major Fall concert this semester. This
event is scheduled to occur on Sunday,
October 26 between 1:00 P.M. and 6:00
P.M. The main act is the band Rusted

Root. The show is not open to the public
and each student is allowed two tickets
each. This letter may seem misplaced in
the opinion section of the paper except
for the issues surrounding the procurement of this event.
This concert, in my opinion, represents the willingness of the administra-

'Facing Writer's Block
Do you get stuck when it's time to
write? In this workshop we will
first discuss some ofthe
psychological reasons for writer's
block, and practice some writing
strategies for overcoming it.

Conducted by Irene Papoulis
115 Vernon St.
Wednesday, October 22,1997
4:15-530jm

tion to take a chance on the student body
to act responsibly. In my quest to create
a large musical event for both semesters,
I was faced with the fears of the administration concerning past events of a
similar nature. The argument was made
that an event of this nature encourages
the consumption of alcohol and therefore may result in disruptions that would
not occur on a typical Sunday afternoon.
My argument is that a concert of this
magnitude is the only type of non-alcoholic event that the majority of the student body would enjoy.
1 feel that there are enough students
out there who look for a good time rather
than a full beer when they plan on a good
time. It seems to me that at this school,
more so than any other institution I
know of, the student body is entrusted
with the choice to make those decisions
for themselves. In gaining the permission of the,administration to have this
event I had to be willing to stand behind
the actions of .my classmates and fellow
students for this weekend.
Now 1 am sure that many students
have turned the page by now or have not
moved past the first paragraph in which
I announced the concert but those are
not the people to whom lam addressing
this letter. This letter is my attempt to
bring to your attention the social environment in which you live in every day.
There was once a time when such events
that have transpired in the recent past
(such as the suspension of the a cappella

group After Dark from the Candlelight
Folk Festival) would have elicited student action in support of their fellow
classmates rather than apathy. This is
the type of apathy that destroys our
community and contributes to the attitude that, "As long as it doesn't affect me
then it's not my problem."
Every day we walk by each other on
the Long Walk or in Mather and you
learn to recognize many of the faces that
you pass. Perhaps you don't know that
blond haired guy you pass everyday before Econ or that girl who always eats her
lunch under that tree on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, but you begin to recognize
them nonetheless. This connection exists purely due to the size of this community and, although some complain
about the lack of new faces from time to
time, everyone enjoys this familiarity. I
argue that this community is full of
those individuals who seek.entertainment in which alcohol may play a role
rather than seeking alcohol in which
entertainment may play a role. In my
position as president of the activities
council, it is my responsibility to attempt to satisfy as many people as possible, and hope that by choosing to act
responsibly at this event the Trinity
Community can make events of this nature less of a struggle in the future.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Kevin Thompson '99
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Tfie Beat

For Publishing Freedom
BY ELIZABETH PERRY

Editor-in-Chief

The Iowa Daily News, Iowa
State University's student newspaper, was sued last summer by
the Ames Daily Tri bunt for creating unfair advertising competition. The Tribune, which has
a circulation of 10,000, felt that
the university paper was becoming too commercial and
jeopardizing their business.
In order to legally sue the
Daily News, the Tribune
claimed the school paper was a
"government body" and therefore subject to the Iowa Open
Records and Open Meetings law
which requires all public bodies to open their meetings and
documents to public review.
This would allow the Tribune
access to the Dai ly's advertising
records. When theDaitydid not
supplyallof therecordsthe Tribune asked for, they sued.
The Tribune's editor, Michael
Gartner and publisher, Gary
Gerlach, attempted to limit the
Daily's ad coverage and circulation to the local campus area.
After the lawsuit, the Daily
changed its legal status so it is
no longer a government body,
and is not subject to the open
records law.
However, the damage had
been done, The'Datlv has had
to limit their circulation to the
campus and immediate sur-

rounding areas. While the
Daily lost the lawsuit, the judge
felt the newspaper acted in
"good faith" and did not make
them pay the Trifame'slegal fees
which amounted to nearly
$135,000. The Tribune has appealed the judge's decision.
The lawsuit was particularly
shocking and upsetting for the
Daify because Gerlach teaches
at the university and the relationship between the two had
been good in the past. Furthermore, Gartner is a Pulitzer Prize
winner, former president of
NBC News and former editor of
The Des Moines Register, indicating his extensive journalistic
experience. When asked to
comment on the lawsuit for a
New York Times article, Gartner
stated "I love the kids at the
Daily. I teach over there, I give
them an enormous amount of
my time and I want to see them
succeed. I just don't want them
to stab me in the back when I
put out my paper and sell my
ads."
The Daily is clearly upset by
the lawsuit and finds it an unfair proposition on the part of
the local paper. One student
wrote in an editorial last week,
"ISU students make up almost
half of the Ames community.
Limiting the student ad reps at
the Daily to only seek advertising from the campus area is ridiculous, If the majority of our
readers live or shop off campus,

then we should be able to run
news and advertisements in the
student paper about where the
students go and spend their
money."
In a show of support for the
Iowa Daily News, University
Wire, an internet service for college and university publications across the country, is
writing a letter to Gartner and
Gerlach expressing their anger
at the lawsuit. Michael Lazerow,
founder and head of UWire
wrote in a memo to member
publications, "As a former student journalist and as the head
of UWire, I am outraged by the
suit and scared about its possible consequences. Imagine if
every college paper that received any funding had to reveal to its competition its entire
advertising strategy, had to
limit the scope of its off-campus advertising. A chilling scenario to say the least."
Lazerow hopes to gain as
much support from college
publications across the country
as possible to show the Tribune
that this sort of action will not
be tolerated. There is a fear that
other university publications
will be threatened by similar
legislation if the Tribune successfully limits the Daily's advertising and circulation.
UWire sent a letter out on Monday with over 20 publications
signing on to Michael Gartner
at the Tribune.

NEWS FROM
OTHERSCHOOLS
UMass Student Dies in Accident
Early Saturday morning a junior of the University of Massachusetts died as a result of
injuries sustained by falling through the glass roof of a greenhouse on near the science
center. Adam G. Prentice, 21, was discovered alone and seriously injuredfaypolice
responding to a door alarm in the Morrill Science Center at about 1:30 AM, Preliminary
reports suggest that Prentice fell as a result of trying to climb the greenhouse for reasons
not yet discovered. This incident occurred during UMass' homecoming weekend.
Prentice was pronounced dead at 4:07 AM at Bayside Medical Center in Springfield. A
spokesman for the medical examiner's office identified massive bleeding as the primary
cause of death. Students were informed of Prentice's death Saturday afternoon through an
e-mail sent out by Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Tom Rominsont. In an attempt to
aid the student community in their grief, UMass administrator's held residential meetings
for the dormitory that Prentice lived in and has made available other resources such as the
Mental Health Services, the Dean of Students Office and Public Safety to help students
cope with their grief. Police continue to investigate this incident despite the difficulty of
a lack of witnesses.
Jenny Kim, The AmherstStudent, 10/01/97

MIT Has New Alcohol Policy in Wake Of Tragedy
The executive director of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity Bill Martin announced on 10/
2/97 that a change in the alcohol policy of his organization had been announced before
the incident involving the death of one of their pledges. Martin said Phi Gamma Delta
informed its 6,300 undergraduate members in September that alcohol will be banned
from all college houses by July. 1,2000 Martinis announcement came six days after Scott
Krueger, an 18 year old freshman, was found unconscious in the house's basement.
Krueger later died in the hospital on Monday 9/28/97 without ever regaining
consciousness. Under the current alcohol policy, fraternities are not allow to purchase or
serve alcohol on chapter property but members of legal age can purchase and consume
alcohol off chapter property. Students under the age of 21 are not allowed to drink. The
new policy will prevent members from drinking on chapter property regardless of age.
New evidence shows that MIT ignored warnings about the abuse of alcohol on their
campus. To this end, MIT President Charles vest.acknowledged that the university's
response was "inadequate" earlier this week. According to a spokesman for the Boston
Pulia-Department, the police ate investigating this tragedy andeptad press criminal' ,crwrgt-sintheiuture.
. ' : . , „ ' , ' • . ,«.,*-',„;
Ariel Frank/ uwite, 10/03/97

Attempted Burglary At Crow
Residents of the Crow Fraternity House at 99 Crescent
Street noticed a male breaking into the first floor and
removing a chair at about 1:00 AM on September 28. The
residents gave chase and the chair was dropped and
recovered. Campus Safety, who classified the incident as a
burglary, suspects that the perpetrator was a student.-One
of the people involved was described as a white male, 6
feet tall with brown hair wearing beige shorts and a dark
colored shirt. The other person was described as a
Hispanic male, 5'8", 150 lbs, with thick black hair and two
big pony tails. Hartford Police are still investigating.

Heel!!
A student jogging on Fairfield Avenue with two
friends was bitten by a dog at about 5:00 PM on
September 29. The dog came from the yard of one of the
houses and "attacked her without provocation, causing a
large bite injury to the left torso area," explained Director
of Campus Safety Brian Kelly. The student was
transported to Hartford Hospital by Campus Safety
officers and the incident was reported to the Animal
Control Unit.

Footballs Stolen From Athletic
Field
Several footballs were stolen from a storage shed on
the athletic field sometime between September 27 and 29.
The lock on the door was forced open. There are no
suspects at this time.

Student's Bags Stolen From
Bookstore
Two students had their book-bags stolen from
outside the bookstore at about 11:35 AM on October 3.
Students are required to leave bags outside the bookstore
lo prevent theft. The bags, containing personal effects
ranging from eyeglasses to a passport, were stolen while
the students were inside the bookstore. Campus Safety
currently has no suspects.

Money Found in Seabury
A sum of money was found by a student in Seabury
39 last week and turned over to Campus Safety. Brian
Kelly indicated that if "somebody can tell us the amount
of money that was found we would be happy to give it
back to them."

Cars Towed From Campus; Kelly
Warns Students
Seven cars were towed from the campus last week
bringing the monthly total to 21. Following a voice mail
warning from Campus Safety last Tuesday, unregistered
cars with more than four violations were towed. "It
created quite a furor," explained Brian Kelly. "These cars
were towed out of faculty and staff parking spaces." Cars
that were towed were taken to Friendly's Garage on
Meadows Street where students had to pay a $50 towing
fee to claim their vehicles. Trinity also levies a $75 fine for
failure to register. "It's terribly important for students to
register their vehicles," continued Kelly. "If they have not
got the money, they can still register and get a free Broad
and Vernon sticker. Even if they choose not to park in thej
Broad and Vernon lot, we will not tow their cars for being
unregistered. Students should by all means stop in and see
us and we can always accommodate their needs."
Kelly further warned students, "From this week, we
are going to be towing cars that are registered that have
gotten more than ten violations, If you have more than
ten violations then you are not paying attention to the
rules here."
Captain Jeff Flaherty of the Hartford Police indicated
that students have it easy. Accumulating ten tickets in
Hartford would result in "vehicles being impounded and
they wouldn't be returned until the balance was paid. We
don't want to hear any excuses, you don't get your car
back until you've made financial restitution to the city."

written and compiled by
Timothy Slotovrr
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Room Inspections
Create A Furor
continued from page one
mester to check compliance for
a student's correction of any
violations. "The whole process
probably will not take more
than five minutes and you won't
have to worry about it again
until next semester," continued
Stigall.
Other students expressed the
fact they could not live without
certain items and would have to

"Considering the college's liability, these inspections would
be a justified invasion of our
privacy. Unfortunately, there
doesn't appear to be any consistency between what the inspection teams say they will be
looking for and what these
teams actually look for," commented Chris Savarese '99.
Kevin Thompson '99 said, "I
see these new room inspections

Our room, whether used as a solace for that
purpose or not, is one of the only places we
have where we can bar entry to the outside
world."
-Rob Churchwell '00
find a way to keep them out of
sight during the next couple
weeks.
Cathy Palermo '99 and
Maureen Smith '99 commented,
"We don't have any overhead
lights so for us halogen is a
cheap and easy way to light our
entire room. Technically my
whole room is illegal and I'll
have to hide everything."

skating the fine line between
invasion of privacy and proactive policy to deter hazardous
situations."
When asked what his hopes
for this process were, Stigall
said, "this is as much a learning
experience as a formal inspection to see what works and what
does not. I just hope it goes
smoothly."

Hillel's Role Expands
Problems still exist with Jewish life
continued from page one
really offensive at best."
Nancy Beller-Krieger, the Director of the Hillel organization
on campus, said that, "My sense
is that there should be more
proactive information from ih^
administration to the faculty
saying these are the Jewish holidays, don't schedule exams on
these days."
Emily Abrahams '00 said
that, "I had to get out of a test for
Rosh
Hashanah—there
shouldn't have been one in the

ber of people who participate
and publicity.
"(Hillel) needs some more
members and more involvement to be more recognized on
campus.. What Hillel is about
d k
$ f d
be publicized," exclaimed Stacy
Abrams'01.
Merin said, "I'm happy we
have a strong community, but I
would love to see the community be larger, because there are
a lot of people on campus who
don't participate. (Hillel) is not

"When I look at what is available for Jewish
students, it is a very good program... there
are a lot of ways for Jewish students to get
involved."
-Nancy Beller-Krieger
first place."
Another conflict that occurs
during Passover, an eight day
holiday in the spring whenjews
must keep to certain dietary
laws, such as not eating any
leavened bread. Freirich said
that she experienced a, "Rabbitlike state of eating salad and
fruit," during Passover because
Marriott would not adequately
accommodate Jewish students.
"If they can accommodate
vegetarians they can accommodate Jews for eight days," she
said.
"(Marriott) made a mess over
Passover," exclaimed Sara Merin
'00, Hillel President.
"Last year, they set out a cart
with cold borscht, gilfilte fish,
whitefish, some matzoh. It was
scary."
Beller-Krieger said that, "last
year on Passover I met with Jon
Small and the chef, I spoke with
him about foods that are acceptable in Passover and xeroxed
him recipes from my cookbook... and they didn't come
through."
Despite these instances, the
general'perception of Jewish life
on campus is good, with the
only drawback being the num-

only an outlet for Jewish students but an outlet for students
to learn about Judaism.
"For the number of Jews on
campus, the amount of Jewish
stuff on campus is unbelievable."
Beller-Krieger said that,
"When I look at what is available for Jewish students, it is a
very good program... there are a
lot of ways for Jewish students
to get involved.
"Hillel is for students who
want to pursue their Judaism
and Jewish life here... we are always trying to reach out, always
open... there are a lot of opportunities.for people who want
them.
"For a school of this size, this
Hillel is really remarkable, in
that we have a house and a kosher kitchen."
This year, Hillel is already
planning to be more active, beginning with the building of a
Sukkah, a ceremonial hut with
an open top, will remain standing during the 8-day festival of
Sukkot which begins during
reading week. Other events include the monthly shabbat dinners and a possible triptoNew
York.
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WORLD NEWS
Italian Basilica Further Damaged By New Earthquakes
Another powerful earthquake rocked central Italy Friday, causing more damage to the
interior of the 13th century Basilica of St. Francis in Assisi. The quake measured 5.1 on the
Richter scale and came a week after two more powerful earthquakes which killed 11
people, flattened villages, and initially damaged part of the basilica ceiling. The interior of
the basilica is covered in frescoes by Renaissance master Giotto depicting the life of St.
Francis, Italy's patron saint and one of Christianity's best loved figures. It is considered a
priceless treasure. "The artistic and historical patrimony of the country has been hit very
hard/' Italian culture minister and deputy prime minister Walter Veltroni told reporters in
Assisi. "To reconstruct everything properly... will cost hundreds of billions of lire," he
added.
Reuters News, October 3,1997

Five Million Liters of Beer Consumed At Oktoberfest
The world's largest beet party ended on Sunday after two weeks of massive drinking
and merriment. The 164th Oktoberfest, held in Munich, attracted 6.4 million visitors from
around Germany and the world who consumed 5.2 million liters of beer. "It was a
wonderful Oktoberfest this year," said festival director Gabriele Weishaeupl at a news
conference. "The weather was terrific, spirits were high, and people had great fun." The
festival can be traced to 1810, when Bavarian Prince Ludwig married Princess Therese of
Saxony.
The number of people needing medical treatment after passing out nearly doubled
this year to 2,21L "Mostly it was just too much beer," said spokeswoman Susanne
Muehlbauer. "But some suffered cuts from broken beer mugs." The beer evidently made
people forgetful, as more jackets, sweaters and mobile phones were left behind than ever.
Several sets of false teeth were turned in to the lost-and-found.
Renters News, October 5,1997

United States Responds to Renewed Tension In The Gulf
The United States sent theNimitzled naval battle to group to the Persian Gulf late
last week following Iranian air attacks on sites located within the no-fly zone over Iraq.
Secretary of Defense William Cohen ordered the Nimitz to skip a planned stop in
Singapore to join the five destroyers, three frigates, and two minesweepers that are part of
the US military presence in the area. "It's going over there to show we're serious about
enforcing the no-fly zone," said a defense spokesman. Other Washington sources indicate
that "Iranian planes could be shot down if they repeat their violation of the zone." The
Iranian air raids attacked Iranian resistance groups based in southern Iraq. Iran said its air
raids on Iraq were "defensive operations aimed at terrorist bases." Iran further accused Iraq

Presidential Hearing Loss Discovered
On October 3, President Clinton was fitted for hearing aids in both of his ears. This
decision was made after tests confirmed that the President was suffering from moderate
loss in his high-frequency hearing. This auditory deterioration was discovered at the
President's annual physical at the National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, MD. The
discovery comes after years of Clinton privately commenting that he has had difficulty
hearing at crowded or noisy functions. Medical experts explained that the type of
hearing loss that is affecting the President is common after the age of 40 especially among
individuals exposed to load noises such as rock music, gunfire, or large crowdsApproximately 28 million Americans are deaf or are in some way hard of hearing and five
million wear some kind or corrective device according to the National Institute of Health.
Specialists say that the type of hearing impairment that the President is suffering from is
fairly common but that very few people seek treatment.

Air Force Investigation Into Aerial Crash Underway
The Air Force announced that it has ordered inspections for all F-117 stealth fighters.
This announcement comes on the heals of discovering a "significant defect" in a wing
support might have contributed to the crash of one of these planes at an air show in
Baltimore last month. The Air Force would not comment on the nature of the defect but
sources in the Pentagon said that the defect appeared to be due. to the improper
installation of a section of the wing by mechanics, The entire fleet of F-117 fighters,
consisting of 53 planes which have been grounded since the accident in Baltimore, will be
inspected Preliminary investigations suggest that the anomaly in the wing was an
isolated event rather than a design problem. The Baltimore incident was one of five
military crashes that occurred in a single week last month.

Contaminated Beef Recalled In Nebraska
Additional ground beef was recalled on Friday, October 3 due to possible
contamination with E. co!i bacteria. One strain of this bacteria is known to cause illness
and even death in humans. This incident involved an estimated 444,000 pounds of
ground beef produced by Beef America Inc. Of Norfolk, Neb., and distributed nationwide.
The tainted beef was discovered in a random sample taken September 4 by an Agriculture
Department inspector at a Virginia grocery store. No illnesses linked with this meat have
been reported This product, which has a shelf life of about two weeks, has probably been
consumed, discarded, or perhaps frozen in which case individuals may still have the meat
stored at their homes said the USJD.A. In addition, some of the meat in question was sent
to restaurants, hotels and other food service establishments. This incident follows an
earlier one a few weeks before which involved the recall of 25 million pounds of
hamburger by Hudson Foods Inc. which caused 16 people to become ill in Colorado.
Information compiled front New York Times 10/4/97
:
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Lecture Exposes Attitudes of Vatican Towards Jews
continued from page one
were highly explicit Jews were invading
public thought, the Talmud taught Jews
to hate non-Jews and to oppress and destroy the nations that offered them hospitality. Government laws granting civic
equality were a grave error... The remedies for these problems were banishment. But banishment of Europe's 8
million Jews was not practical and contrary to the laws of God because thejews
among the Christians are a palpable argument for the truth of ChristianityGod intendedjews to live among Christians to remind Christians of a world of
unbelievers."
Dr. Zuccotti said that these views were
written at the end of last century but
offered further evidence that these they
were present in the Vatican during the
World War II. "In August 1938, on the eve
of the racial laws in Italy," she continued,
"the newspaper La Regime Facista gleefully resurrected these old articles and
reported that there is much to learn from
the from the fathers of the company of
Jesus." Zuccotti further explained that on
September 17 and October 1,1938, after
laws against Jews had been enacted, the
same publication that published the
1890 articles published further articles
which "confirmed the denunciation of
the Talmud and stood solidly behind
their perception of the necessary and legitimate struggle in defense of Christian
society menaced by Jews."
Dr. Zuccotti went on to explain how
the articles, which seem to represent the
views of the Vatican, constituted a "blanket approval" of Mussolini's racial laws
against Jews and how the Vatican only
protested against two very limited facets of these laws.
The only recorded instance of Pope
Pious XI, speaking in favor of the Jews

'* u-V

Susan Zuccotti, Professor at Columbia University, shared her views
concerning the Pope's role in World War II.
was never actually published in Italy.
Zuccotti quoted the former Pope as saying that "anti-semitism is a hateful
movement which we Christians must
have nothing to do with... We recognize
the right of all to defend themselves and
adopt measures against those who
threaten their legitimate interests... Spiritually we are all Semites." Zuccotti alleges that the failure of this message to
be made public in Italy was a cover-up
of the Vatican
Following the talk was a reception at
the Gallows Hill Bookstore in which Dr

Zuccotti met and talked with students,
professors, and members of the community alike.
Holocaust Professor Berel Lang said
that "the Church has serious problems in
coming to grips with its past."
Claire Collins, a local resident, explained that "what I can't understand is
why it has taken so long to really start
probing into this? Why hasn't religion
over the ages had more of an impact on
people's morals'5"
Speaking as a student of Reclamation
studies and on the impact of the speech,

THOM BACK

English Professor Beth Quitslund said, "it
made me nervous... I wondered whether
we were moving from anti-semitism to
anti-Catholicism."
"It was a very fine lecture from a world
class historian," commented Religion
Professor Ron Keiner, "I thought she did
an excellent job and I was very pleased
to hear her preliminary conclusions
which don't sound illogical or counterintuitive."
Dr Zuccotti's research into the Vatican
during the war is continuing and will
be published in her new book

I

CShanah Tovah
V

Break The Fast at the Dobelle's House.
Evan, Kit and Harry Dobelle invite you to
join them in celebrating the New Year.
Make new friends and eat great food!
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11. 6:30 - 8:30 PM

RSVP to Maureen Field x2548 by
October 9th
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Trinity's Decolonization Series:
Trinity's

Vehicle-Less

Students,'..
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Learning How To One Senior Speaks Out
Come Together About The Pros And Cons

ity can be made then progress
can also be made. In fact, he
And, it I had an internship, I moving violation ticket VanBY JANR M. LIE
concluded with, "we are only
probably wouldn't have one tbi dals cam vandalize my nonFeatures Writer
about two generations away
too long JS fd have to rely on the ex isten tear
I have not heard the words, from another Reformation."
highly unreliable Internship
I'm never "D P " because I've
"Come Together" said as pasWith the audience in a daze
used my three ye J R hce (conI am one of the last of a dy- Shuttle.
sionately as Steve Charleston in of bewilderment, I jumped to
ng breed
A No-auto
I would also like to cali to suiurivel)) in mastering the
his lecture on "Native Ameri- the post for a response that I senioncus That's right, I have \our attention an incident that art ol pretending like 1 forgot
cans, Theology and Colonial- dare say put a damper on the nowheels nocar,no\ehic'e,no happened to me that nevei how to dm e 1 carfi complain
ism" said them, since the four atmosphere. My argument folutomobile, no means of tra ns- vrould have happened if 1 had a about the price of gas in Conyoung rock'n'rollers from lowed that cultures which have pou f don't even own a bikclor car I was once stranded ar ihe necticut (.which I hear >s the
Liverpool, England during the developed from other cultures chrissake! But I still get Stop and Shop ibi almost five highest in the nation aiiicker,
sixties. However, in the third deserve the right to be an au- around—on my two feet, mind bouis ray sophomore year
snicker) And. il worst conies
panel
lecture
of
the tonomous culture. To preach
you.
Never mind the iact that the towoTst I can always scfle on
Decolonization course, Paul, the message that everyone
For those of you with cars on driver of the off-campus shuttle a pack of smokes and Sam's
John, George and Ringo would needs to return to their own au- campus, read no further as you decided to quinhatday, thereby coffee at 145 in the morning,
have sounded phlegmatic in thenticity is a nice thought, but will not, cannot, relate to the "forgetting"1 aboutone insignifi- courtesy of the oii-campus
comparison to Professor what is authenticity? It is the plight of the car-less This one cant pickup Never mind the. shuttle So there
Charleston. Quite simply, the traditional culture of the na- goes out to the no auto
fact tha t it was pouring and tha t
So In a senior without a car
audience in Hamlin Hall did tion? It is the components of the
1 everywhere
Iliad live bag-> of groceries Oh, Wh at rioes this mean, >ou ask'
not know whether to applaud preceding culture? It is the culHaving no wheels at Trinity did I also mention that the Well, let me eviighicn \ou 1
or remain silent.
ture that we see in today's soci- bears a multitude of lamilica- above said incident occurred at mooch off of other peoples
After the last words had been ety? What is it?
Tides at cveiy opportunity I
tions on the car-less For ex- O/30PM?
uttered, it was like everyone
Thus, my resolution is that in ample, I long for the ability to
By now, you're probably boirou other people'scj.isvhecaught a glimpse of world unity. order to "Come Together," we pick upsome honeys in my GT thinking, "Whoa, sucks lor her" que fitly
He just sat there. He just talked. need to give each culture the re- with the bass pumping at con- as you jangle youi precious little
This also means that I've
He just emptied his heart. No spect it deserves. There has to cert level decibels. No, in real- car keys in the air. Well, I just giown rathei attached to the
reading, no practice, no BS, just be a compromise. Being an En- ity, the honey would be have one thing ro say about that passenger's seat (oi hatchthe truth.
glish compatriot, I have to ac- cramped m the back seat (or By senior year, I've put a lot ot back) And I'm a horrible back
"The European military ter- cept and respect the. way in trunk) of my friend's car, with things into perspectu'e, includ- seat dmer
ing my lack of car situation
minated the identity and cul- which the culture of, say. New tiveorher girls
While I understand that
ture of Latin America," said England has modeled itself.
Nor can Igo to Westfarmson And you know, it's really not all there's a certain sense of libCharleston. He went on to say There is no hope if I remain bit- a Tuesday afternoon to pui- that terrible
erty, andixeedo3n that [simply
that Latin America was hit the ter about seeing a New London
For instance, 1 don't have that cannot fathom as a no-auto
hase a sweater at s. one-day
hardest by Capitalism and, sign, or to see the Romanesque sale Chances are, the owner ot nervous breakdown all you car-, senioricus, I've also come to i ewhere other areas in the world Chapel gazing at me everyday. the car is ai an internship and owners have looking for a legal alize chat being a member sure
have benefited somewhat from Cultures that live on remain liv- 1 wouid just have to wait until (or available, for that maitei) does have irs privileges
America's influence, Latin ing because they have had a Wednesday at 8 45 I'M right parking spot Nor Jo I have to
Nevertheless, please don •
America has been the last to great deal of success. Let them before the mall closes
wake up at 8 CO evcty mv~rniri£ dangle your car keys in my
reap any gain. Charleston was live on in their success, at least
onlv u Hid A latr or announie CoudW)
But wait t^eie's m v e jusi to rj-park
not presenting a necessary an- until they die out.
lowtrsr1 U'V. in; 'in 'w-cMb v h a t - 7 A1 IL it IJ ' o i!fflv a.1 i i'r L
di t_sr
swer for the way in which Latm
Whether it is fPiPtH^^Ss*
America can pull themselves
g
out of the gutter and return to
their rich culture, but he was tecture, cuisine, fashion, music,
saying that we, people of the sign posts, or simply day-to-day
world, need to have some sort of rituals, if there is some way in
translation
mechanism, which we can enhance all of
whereby natives from the four these components into a mucorners of the earth can under- tual respect then I think we may
stand and appreciate the vari- see a Reformation in the near
<5o TO THE RESTAURANT, BAR, OR DANCE CLUB OF VOUR
future.
ous cultures around us.
CHOICE!
JUST FILL IN THE BELOV INFORMATION AND VRO? IT
So, next time you see a culCharleston was in no way
IN CAMVUS MAIL TO BOX 7 o a s 8 a
suggesting that Latin Ameri- ture other than your own, find
out
what
it
is
that
is
so
imporcans are any better at "coming
together" than other peoples of tant to that civilization. Try the
the world. On the contrary, he food, understand the humor, remaintained that the Native spect the rules and regulations,
Americans' awareness of spiri- "look" at the art, feel the climate,
tuality has been in neglect. and by all means party in the
"How can we send out a trans- same manner. Apart from being
lation code if our fundamental an incredible experience, we
~*
cultural tool, spirituality, is be- may start to see signs of Profes->j
sor
Charlestons'
hope.
ing neglected?" However, optiAfter
all,
if
four
'I .»
mism was the essence of the
Liverpudlians
with
funny
hairspeech, in that he concluded
that if this return to authentic- cuts can see the light, then we
should be in good shape!
BY MARCUS COWIE
Features Writer

THE RETURN OFTHE BLINP
PATE REVIEW!!
NAME:
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ConnPIRG Students Clean Up the Park River
This Saturday ConnPIRG students from Trinity and
UConn Hartford cleaned up a section of the Park River.
They pulled out several shopping carts, a car door, orange road cones, and tires. There was also trash along
the banks of the river. "I was surprised how much stuff
we collected," noted one student. Tyler Charlesworth
who was the coordinator of the event stated that things
couldn't have run more smoothly. Several local grocery
stores donated supplies and snacks for the Water Watch
volunteers.
. •
For several years Trinity students have been taking
care of the Park River. The river goes through (and under) Hartford and is one of the only rivers that isn't maintained by a community watershed association.
ConnPIRG's Water Watch project does clean ups, water
testing, and elementary education on the river.
This semester the next project is going to a local elementary school to teach kids about the importance of
our waterways.

CIEE: Council on International Educational Exchange

320 Elm Street
New Haven
(203)

562-5335
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What Is Wrong With
Being A Couch Potato
Super Star, Anyway?

Sister Ravengiass
Reads tl?e Tarot Miniscuie
What's m the carbs for#ow this week!
Scomo

TAURUS

~4

OCT2J-NOV21
Ever have one of those days when everything goes right? You find a ten dollar bill in a coat pocket, you ace that
test, birds come down from the sky and
start chirping Disney tunes on your
shoulder...! see a week of great days in
front of you. The Magician has placed
all necessary tools at your disposal and
Temperance is giving you the ability to
use your talents wisely. Finally, the
Seven of Pentacles is promising you
several pleasant surprises. I won't say
what they are. That would be telling.

AFR2O-MAY2O
Just like Aries, your education is of tantamount importance this week. However, you'll need to be thinking of the
more practical side of higher learning.
The eight of Pentacles indicates that
you're seriously considering graduate
school, but the Ace of Rods Reversed is
telling me it's time to do some serious
research into where exactly you ought
to go from here. The Moon will rule
you this week, so be on the lookout for
chance meetings and unlikely companions.

SAGITTARIUS

GEMINI

NOV2.2-DE.C21
Time to get material, Saggies. The Ten
of Pentacles in conjunction with the
Six of Swords is promising you the
golden touch when it comes to resolving financial difficulties. You can kiss
that stress goodbye if things go well.
And now for your immaterial concerns: The Star is your guiding force
this week, so pay special attention to
the messages in your dreams. As
Shakespeare said, "there are more
things in heaven and earth" and yada
yada yada..

.MAY 21 -JUN20
As the days turn colder, you are starting to think that maybe it's time you
had someone to share your single bed.
The Lovers is predominant in your
suit—an interesting bed buddy is definitely something to consider. "Choose,
but choose wisely," for a lover can be a
holy grail pouring out understanding
or pain. Start with that unlikely crush
you've developed as indicated in the Six
of Pentacles Reversed, but beware the
parental figure of the King of Swords
looming over you. Good luck.

CAPRICORN

CANCER

D E . C 2 2 - J A N \9'

XIN2I-JUL22

Like a lot of us, Capricorn, you've probably received a room inspection notice
frorn BSrG this week. But before you,
I get comfortable for the night, I'd take a
moment or two to remove any compromising "paraphernalia" from your coffee table. The Eight of Swords and the
Nine of Rods are focusing their points
upon your living quarters. Big Brother
is Coining to visit, and if you're not
careful, you may be filled with theregret carried by the Five of Cups.

Your suit is so full of energy that I find
it hard to think around your random
particles—your mindAadbo<i5rar|;eYerywhere at all times aria in all places.
The time of waiting is over! The
Hanged Man is Reversed! Express
yourself to the nearest coffee bar so
that.the exuberant creative power
channeled by the Queen of Rods can
be logically directed by the Page of
Rods into something less transitory
than a blip on the radar. Act now!

AQUARIUS

L E O "•-.
JUL25-AUG22

JANZO-rE.5'»8
Let's be frank, Aquarius. You've had a
crappy week. Don't say 1 didn't warn
you—check out last week's prediction.
Now that the waiting is over, you may
feel a little sad and lost, like the Fool
Reversed. You've suffered a cataclysmic event, as prophesied by the Tower
Reversed. Try to disappear this week.
Only leave your home when strictly
necessary. The Hermit is urging you
to follow his example by turning your
back to the world for a time. 1 hope you
feel better, honey.

All right. So you wished upon a star
and got nothing for your effort except
a runny nose. If only the Nine of Cups
hadri't been reversed, oh, the pain
Well, I promise you, Leo, jhat at the
very least things will become more interesting for you this week. The Devil
will tempt you with that very thing
you wanted so badly. My advicemake like Christ and resist temptation.
Don't regret what didn't happen, Instead, turn to the King of Rods with hi.
force of vision and his creativity.

PlSCE.5

VIRGO •
AUd23-SIifT22
1?.- MAR 20
Pisces, you naughty fish, you've been Ah, my bleating young lamb, I know
thinking about the past, and about that you have the wolf inside you sometall dark stranger, in your life. I hope where. The Nine of Rods Reversed this
you can kiss and make up, because he's week indicates that you're now in
coming back very soon. Try not to let much less vulnerable position than
him flatter you too much. How does before. The, Empress is crossed with
Sister Ravenglass know this is your the Ten of Cups, promising a time of
prediction? The King of Pentacles, the growth, prosperity, even love. Now is
Six of Cups crossed, and the Sun re- the time to make your way through the
versed. Very simple.
world with vigor and authority.

ARIES
MAR21 -APR '9
Well, at your exit interview when you
examine just how much money it's cost
you to go here, Aries, you won't be
(very) sorry. The Three of Pentacles
tells me you've attained a great acar
demic high this week, and the Three of
Cups tells me it's time to celebrate.
You're going to experience great intellectual freedom while the Hierophant
is Reversed. This could be the start of
something BIG.

i~
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fore you wear that in Mather. But, hey,
they're just health conscious, right?
Features Columnist
Good for them; I just don't have the motivation. It takes a lot of heart to go to
Sports at Trinity. They're a major part the gym when there isn't a coach loomof the scene. You know, the social scene. ing over your shoulder.
So, you athletes think that sports is the
Tailgating at football games, the celebrations after a victory, and the people key to success, eh? Wrong! We, the nonwatching. So what does it mean to the athletes, feel that it is time to let every
non-athlete? For those of us who don't sportsman/sportswoman know exactly
play sports, Trinity is a whole different what we do with our time. I, myself, am
world. We don't have the pleasure of convinced that there are several advanteam breakfasts, team jackets, or team tages to being a non-athlete. First and
foremost on the mind of a number-fiver
unity. But we have a whole lot more.
There are many different types of non- is the party factor. I have the ability to
athletes at Trinity. First, there is the go out any night I want and feel as
former athlete living in the glory days. hungover as I want, knowing that I don't
These are the people who insist on wear- have to run two miles at 4:00. But then
ing their high school team jackets and again, according to Casey Savage '00,
sport t-shirts that say things like "New "Rugby players can do that, too."
How many Thursday nights did you
England Champions 1995." There is
nothing wrong with remembering the athletes want to go out? And how about
B Y JENNIFER GERARD

Yes, we see that you have been to the gym in your
spandex, but maybe you should hit the gym a few
more times before you wear that in Mather, But, hey,
they're just health conscious, right?
good old days, but sometimes you just
have to move on. (And yes, I still wear
my alma mater's apparel.)
But one of the most notable aspects of
the former athlete is their propensity to
continue the rivalry between prep
schools. One frequent argument is who
won the last football game in high school
or who. holds the best record in hockey.
It's old news. No one cares if Middlesex
beat Groton our senior year so stop fighting about it. If you want to talk about
sports, at least speak in the present tense.
Secondly, there is the total non-athlete,
who does not care about sports at all, at
least in the active sense. They still love
to go to the games, but they never have
any desire to play. These are the people
who hoot and holler on the sidelines.
Sure they talk a good game, but they
don't play one. These are the slackers in
the bunch. They are the guys or girls
who don't have a care in the world when
it comes to athleticism. It just doesn't
impress them; someone with a thumb for
Nintendo is more their type.
But there is yet another type in the
non-athlete category: the work-out
fiends. These are the guys who incessantly pump iron to get that buff look,
the look of the athlete but not the commitment. These are the girls who prance
around in the, work-out garb for hours
after they have visited the gym for their
daily fix of stairmaster.
Yes, we see that you have been to the
gym in your spandex, but maybe you
should hit the gym a few more times be-

Friday nights, when all over campus the
nonathletes are rejoicing in their nonathleticism. It can be something to be
proud of, you know. And how many
Saturday mornings did you just want to
sleep in but had to get up for team breakfast? And of course there is the crazy
notion of getting up at 5:15 am and hitting the Connecticut River On a crisp
October morning, brrrr! I'll take my bed
over that any day!
And how about days like Monday that
are perfect out and everyone is just
lounging on the quad? Did any of you
athletes think about skipping practice to
cuddle up with the guy on the hammock? I thought so.
There are athletic things that can be
done outside of the gym, as well. Like
walking up four flights to your room or
having a class at Vernon Street and not
driving there. And when your legs are
sore from the game you played that day,
the non-athletes get their groove on at
Saturday night's dance party.
If I have offended any non-athletes,
don't worry, I fit into each of these categories. I used to play sports. I used to
work out and then tell everyone, like any
proud non-athlete, how long I lasted on
the stairmaster. And now, I don't much
do anything except go to the games.
I may not know what is going on or
really care, but it's the non-athlete in me
that draws me there. Maybe some of the
athletes feel like they are being cheated
here, but what would we do without you,
tailgate at theguest lectures?

Trinity College Legislative
Internship Program
Trinity Students will have an oopoi tumc\ tu work lor member:, ol the
Connecticut General Assembly during the -.pring semester toi lour or
pus>ibly two course credits in the "Irirntv College i cgMative Lntcinslup

6 io
5E.PT 2 5 - O C T 22 J _
The Four of Pentacles mated with the
Page of Rods Reversed tells me that
your campus mailbox is stuffed with
bills. And lean tell that you're not too
anxious to pony up the dough, even
though Strength crossed in your suit
indicates that your bank account is
floating fine and easy. Maybe it's time
to cancel your subscription to the Columbia Music House before their
goons come to get you.

This pro-pram pri>vtdt"> .i unique opportunity ioi studniN to ^ce how
government worUs from the in>ide and in many ca-jes to hn\c an input
imo she |iohc\-making process, as well a>>ervc .v- keylmks between Ice;
iskuors and rheir i. oiwlituents
An informational meeting tor inlet eMed -.tudent swill beheld byPio
lessor Diana L vaiKOiroctoi ofdiepiojnam Political viena* Department.
Monday,October27th.ar +00pm in Seabury JO") v.ith lelicshrncnts. Ap
pi leaf ion lorms may be ] >k ked up .tf t he mccn ng I rum I 'rafebsor t \ JUS. UI
Irani Ms Runyou, PepartmenL Sivretarj Seabury 202 The application
deadline i.sTuesday,Novcmbei 4th
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What's Up On Trinity's Campus?
Study Tips For The Weak

BY BRANDON BARNES

Features Columnist

Let's get right down to the nitty-gritty.
We all have to get our work done, but we
all love to socialize.
Everyone has those nights where all of
your friends march off towards some
fun-filled activity while we sit in our
room or the library studying for the Bio
exam or writing the 5 page analytical
paper on that book we haven't read or
found the respective Cliffs notes for. We
really want to go out, but at $30,000 a
year, the beer can wait, right? Well,
maybe not.
What we have at Trinity are many resources geared towards helping the individual who needs to go out to the bar
and finish the paper or studying which
needs to be done. This way, we can watch
our friend do his 21 shots for that special

ball with a last second touchdown. Your
friends pop open the Beast, you pop open
the book. It's too late to hit Media Play
for some help from our good friend Cliff.
What are ya gonna do?
Solution: Isn't it great that our library
carries those masterpieces... I mean Master Plots. Oh yeah, just look under the M
section for "Moby," and the rest of that
book starts to make sense in three pages
or less. This school seems to have gotten
a little friendlier. Now you celebrate
with your friends.
Another way to increase the amount
of time you can allow for writing your
paper is to break down your timetable.
If your class is at twoo'clock and it is currently midnight, you have plenty of time.
You actually have fourteen hours until
that paper is due. Assume you need at
least three hours of sleep like President
Clinton does (which is actually a little
more the great Winston Churchill received every night), then you still have
eleven hours in which to write an average 4 page paper. That's an A+ just wait-

Netscape. Netscape provides answers. It
is available at MCEC if you do not have
your own computer. Try a good search
engine like Akavista (www.altavista.
com) and see what comes up when you
type "Neurobiology study guides."
Within the first few pages of links you
can find lots of links towards understanding what will be on the test tomor-

You have to memorize the vocabulary for a Spanish
test tomorrow. You want to drive to the mall and get
that "Barbie Song" then watch a pre-recorded game of
the WNBA. This really can't be done.. .or can it?

After the sentence "Call me Ishmael," none of the book
seems to make any sense, especially the night before
the response paper is due. Too late to hit Media Play
for some help from Cliff. What are ya gonna do?
birthday we celebrate our junior year
(well, most of us). Let's start with scenario 1.
Problem: We had two weeks to read
the book, however after the sentence
"Call me Ishmael," nothing in the book
seems to make any sense, especially the
night before the response paper is due.
The Patriots just won Monday night foot-

Now put the tape in the player strap and
buzz on over to Coconuts. When you
return to watch the WNBA, strap on the
walkman and forget about Marv Albert.
Now try to dodge an A+.
The power of audio can also be used
in the form of literature. If you want to
take a road trip the weekend before a big
paper is due, look for those books you

ing to happen.
Problem: The Neurobiology test is at
ten o'clock. It is currently nine o'clock
the night before, and the girls above are
starting a "drug-free" Ren and Stimpy
marathon. You went to all the classes,
but it's Neurobiology. The professors
aren't even sure if they're right.
Solution: Our school supplies

row.
You can substitute the word "Neurobiology" for words like "Invertebrate Zoology" and "Organic Chemistry." Study
guides aren't substitutes for going to
class, they're better. It's not cheating,
these are the notes you were supposed to
have taken while you nodded off. Remember to pick and choose the episodes
of Ren and Stimpy you watch. Some are
a complete waste of time while others
are worth the $30,000 altogether (especially "Don't Piss On The Electric Fence").
1 think an A+ just hit me on the head.
Problem: You have to memorize pages
and pages of vocabulary for a big Spanish test tomorrow. However, you want to
drive to the mall and get that "Barbie
Song" then watch a prerecorded game of
the WNBA from when the LA Sparks
met the NY Liberty. This really can't be
done.. .or can it?
Break out the microphone and make
a recording of your all of your vocab.
This also works for other memorization
lessons, of course. Rerecord it over again.

were to read in the cassette version. They
cost about as much as the bookstore
charges for the softcover anyway. It's
very nice to be read to, kind of brings
back memories of kindergarten. Beware
however, this will severely hurt your
reading skills, and you won't be able to
use audio cassettes on the SAT.
As Scrooge McDuck once said, "Don't
Work Harder, Work Smarter." Scrooge
currently has more money than he
knows what to do with. There is no
doubt in my mind that Scrooge was a
supporter of recording his vocabulary
onto cassette. I am also positive that
Scrooge never missed a WNBA game.
I am still looking for a web page with
on-line features articles pertaining to
college life. In the coming weeks, 3 will
post my responses to mail sent to Box
700022.
If you have any qualms regarding certain aspects of Trinity life which annoy
you, please send me a letter. I will try to
address as many as 1 can. Now is your
chance to be famous.

Eat real bagels... rollerblade in Central Park... tour Black Rock...
see the lions... study Shakespeare... watch Shakespeare... do
Shakespeare... join the crowds... feel the beat... smell the roses...
smell the subway... rise and shine... never sleep... hit the clubs...
catch a show... see a game... experience the art... embrace the
music... get to class... learn something.,, see everything...
come back changed.

Columbia
The Visiting Students Program is a special opportunity which enables students at other colleges and
universities to enroll at Columbia for one semester or a year.: Applying is easy. For information,
pall 1212) 854-1581 or get in touch with us by e-mail at visit-ccecolumbia.edu.
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Practicing The Proper Way To Party
Four Different Requirements To Make Any Party A Good Time Had By All
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Features Editor
Psi-Upsilon president Sam Riter '98
has said our station as the #5 party
school is a "joke," yet we're supposed to
be the model for other schools to judge
from on the levels of social excellence.
We have been chosen to be one of the five
elite "party schools." It is safe to say that
almost every student on campus has
been to at least one campus party and
upon careful, hands-on examination of
the criteria of a "good party," I have
reached the conclusion that although we
may not deserve #5, we still know how
to throw a good time.
Requirement #1- A good mix between
the two sexes. A group of guys together
drinking makes a good pre-game show,
but a sausage party can only be so fun
for so long. A group of girls together
drinking makes an equally good pregame show, but soon the conversation
becomes repetitive and we begin to look
for better scenery than a mirror, no ma tter how cute we may seem to be.
Girls and boys make good dancing
partners. It's just the way that our bodies are shaped. Robert Queeney '99 says,
"You have a different type of fun with
guys plus girls smell nice and pretty, too."
We act differently around members of
the opposite sex, and this school seems
to revel on exploring these differences,
often. Tyler Stewart '00 says, "When
you're drunk, if you want to hook up, it's
a lot easier to do if there's members of the
opposite sex around you."
Hook-ups most often happen, as a result of a party where alcohol is very
available. For the majority of campus,
they occur boy to girl, girl to boy. Therefore having a good selection of both sexes
is usually a good thing foT that event to
occur. Even if it doesn't, it sure is fun to
have a dancing partner that you can hold
hands with every now and then.
Requirement #2- A good selection or
music h.'en il ihep.iH) isnntiampusv .n a 4orm people will want to
f ,vnd h.inj; •iui m ,\ h.ippv, upbeat
ol AJV *>W su-ii>s don't w i n to

to Carly Simon. For the party's sake, a Therefore it is not enough to boast a large
good mix should be thrown in the ste- quantity of alcohol if you don't have the
reo so nobody has to stop the good times facilities to distribute it.

Slow songs don't seem to complement the action of
chugging cheap beer. And let's face it, a little mix of
Bananarama and Beastie Boys never hurt anyone.

to change the CD.
It could be an eighties mix, or a dance
mix, or if the desire is to "chill," maybe
some Bob Marley or Grateful Dead. Music sets the mood. The better parties
thrown for the campus tend to offer a D.J.,
and the very best of those offer DJ. Big
Tone.
To add to this first requirement, dancing could be even more fun when it involves mixed company. Therefore a good
mix of boys and girls, combined with a
good mix in the stereo, could lead to a
night of smiles on everyone.
Requirement #3- A good supply of
available alcohol. Let's face it, we don't ;
go to paitios 10 mingle Vrnil friend.-.
whileiippvnustxla Mosu>f usaiepretiy
tipsy hv the time v.e get to a <_drppu&\wde paity ,luc to the previously men
tinned pro-name «hoAsi that we ihiow
p'em.iMH ihi. .irtL.in ot
jp
You dont hi\e to dnnk to have .i good
,e >p ixi" \ ,d U rs face it a little
t"ne 13ui you migrajust hd\c todrirk to
!
luive a good time at a di inking part)
Am thmc; in imdci atio.i i an't he bad
u i i ' 1 ^uniiii.-. e.ei1 it yuuie t i v c m - •or ^on ftcr il VJU Oo gi»t rhrzeJ on a
r
n
b,ii a s ^ J • • s."£ Lhe "
iJtuiJaj n^h:, vo.i W e .,11 ot 5a.ida\

•ui'\ I uses ~0^j,» '\_ioo:! t r u i i r
!:<iO;. to>: i-di'vic'iip' W . v e d a ' ^ i i v . ;
.'• \ s at p. i uc

to iiicuc i.'ti and iht five ^fie'ir sob-M
•-Clb'je the 'LIIIK' ^ptTi dlhil^ UslUlllv 1C"

Y''i !_ou'd J J ' T L i'i ''Mil

'ii'Nk D . . - " S noio J^a.pienr.il ;o tlu
1
i ,c .n'it J Lh.il VM\ i ^viMC'r. i .\.\nt
[ .v-rch ,' f -Upn 1 i~iT>pl.* LP i
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Dancing and Beer, Boys and Girls

Thi ii'couH b c u u ke£;s> i a p a r i \ , h i a
if \ T U I'..I*L to waiiii'i n mi Hi line Logcr
a n?'n cvp "»i IYVI, l1 >. r.^t a 501 d t h . 1 ^

P I P YOU GET A FUNNY
JOKE OR STORY ON
EmAiLf WANT TO
SHARE IT WITH EVERYONE ON CAMPUS BUT
DON'T KNOW Howf
SUBmtT IT TO BE PRINTER
SENP TO BOX 702562.

Beer is meant to be drunk. From a cup,
from a can, from a bottle, or from a funnel. As James Bordley '00 says, "Funneling is a statement that lets everyone
know that you are there to get your
groove on." Regardless how it goes down,
beer is the juice that we drink to get the
party started right
Requirement#4-Agoodcrowdof the
right size. Parties without partyers not
only don't make money, but they don't
make for much of a good'time. On the
other hand, parties with too many
partyers are hot, crowded, and have an
over-congested collection of sweaty bodies searching for beer that they can't get

to. Movement is good for dancing, and
space allows for that movement.
A good-sized party contains dancers
and drinkers, smokers and poets all together with a short wait for beer. There
are enough people to mingle with, not
enough to be pushed around by, and too
many to allow for cartwheels and somersaults to the DJ. or band.
Another part of a good crowd is composes it. As a junior, I may feel a bit out
of place going to a freshmen party. As a
girl, I may feel a bit out of place going to
a sausage party. As a petite person, I may
feel a bit out of place going to a tallpeople only party. We all come in different shapes and sizes. It's a social thing
mingling from group to group and talking with people that we haven't talked
with in a while. A good party will offer
us these groups to mingle with. A bad
party will offer us no one we know.
Now, these are not the only requirements for a good party. Little things like
a cheap admission fee, or short lines for
the rest rooms usually help make the
night memorable. Sometimes if you have
two of the requirements, it can still be a
good time. Yet with the combination of
alcohol to drink, scenery to stare at, music to cut a rug to, and the right amount
of people to groove with, you really can't
go wrong.
Whether or not Sam Riter is right
about our status being a "joke" is, naturally, debatable. From my investigation,
most people tend to agree with him. We
are a small college compared to every
other university on the list. Yet just because we don't party as hard as other
schools doesn't mean that we don't party
as-wellr as-they do. They-have more
people and thus more parties.
However, Trinity might exemplify the
statement that "Less is More." Was it
Humphrey Bogart or Evan Dobelle who
said that "the whole world is about three
drinks behind." Throw in some Wham!
and have a good time.

Top Ten Things To Do
OverJ£eali!h& Week
10. Study? Read? Re-decoratc?
9 Hookup. The Walk of Shame is less embarrassing
when nobody is around to see it.
8. Coed Naked Room Dancing. With your roommates
out, who's to know?
7. Go somewhere "Tropical." Thats what these weeks
are tor, aren't they7
6. Giggle ii you aren't an at hide who act ual ly has to
stick around.
3 Parly heavily. We are #5.
4. Catch up on Days Of Our Lives.
3 Sleep more than three hours a night. Dream about
hooking up
2. Shower.
L Pee on the Quad, pick your wedgie. or trip on every
crack. Nobody is watching.
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Do You Have The Potential To Pledge?
Shaving Cream And Farm Equipment ...Is This The Life For You?
B Y CHRISTOPHER R. SANBORN

Features Writer

Open humiliation, forced intoxication, bear-assed nudity;
such is the life of a fraternity or
a sorority pledge. So why endure it all? The prospect of
meeting new people? Creating a
unique and lasting bond of
friendship? Nowhere else to go?
People pledge for all sorts of reasons, but reasons mean nothing
once the decision is made. I
think one of the most attractive
aspects of pledging is that the
popular, pretty boy quarterback
looks just as stupid wearing his
underwear on the outside as the
acne plagued book worm,
maybe even more stupid.
The whole process brings a
bit of even-handed justice to a
student body divided by social
status. But how do we, the nonGreek population at Trinity, react to our classmates' pledging
escapades? I think we need to
encourage our Greek counterparts tos'tir things up a little for
us.
There is definitely an air of
mystery that surrounds pledging at Trinity. Everyone knows
that the administration is
strictly opposed to any "funny
business." Who can blame
them? Parents tend to notice
headlines that read, "College

op

e n

Student Drinks Himself to
Death." Fraternities and sororities at large universities have leverage and influence. Trinity's
tiny size prevents our Greek organizations from gaining this
advantage.
Life at Trinity would not be
drastically different if we came
back next year and found all the

equipment.
I don't mean to pick on any
one organization. We've all seen
or heard about all of the pledges
at one time or another. But how
is the rest of the student body
supposed to react to the more
open displays of the pledging
process. I certainly do not underestimate the fact that they

all the other sororities to a captivated rugby team. They then
trotted over to the chapel and
were forced to roll down the
steep part of the hill.
I mean, come on. This whole
scenario is begging for a little bit
of imagination. Make us laugh;
shock and suprise us. I, for one,
would really appreciate it if a

All we see, as non-Greek Trinity students, is Tri-Delt... I mean,
Ivy pledges drenched in shaving cream, or St. Elmo pledges walking
around campus in strange outfits holding farm equipment
fraternity and sorority houses
burnt to the ground. Let us not
forget the administration's
record in dealing with them.
My freshmen year 1 was
walking around North Campus
and suddenly realized that the
Crow house had mysteriously
vanished over reading week.
That's the power that the administration has, and the leverage that Greek organizations
lack.
What do we really know
about the pledging process? I
think most pledges don't realize
exactly what they're getting
into when they sign on. All we
see, as non-Greek Trinity students, is Tri-Delt... I mean, Ivy
pledges drenched in shaving
cream, or St. Elmo pledges
walking around campus in
strange outfits holding farm

f o r

couldn't care less what the rest
of us think. And that is totally
legitimate. But as a non-Greek
student, I know I would appreciate seeing some more creativity go into the process.
I hate to pick on Tri- Delt.. .1
mean, Ivy, but 1 can't think of a
more perfect example to prove
my point than a pledge event
they held a few weeks ago. The
sisters gathered their pledgesat
the old tennis courts behind
Ferris and proceeded to douse
them with shaving cream while
loading them up pretty good
with alcohol, I can only assume.
I was immediately reminded
of the scene from Dazed and
Confused where the senior girls
hazed the incoming freshmen.
The pledges then proceeded to
sing songs about how they
would rather be Tri-Delts than

sense of humor took hold of the
pledging process. Take, for example, St Elmo's pledge practice
of robbing the Tri- D e l t . . . I
mean, Ivy pledges' ivy crowns at
Homecoming. I mean, that is
funny.
Last year, Isaw some tackling
by these girls that matched up
pretty well to the actual football
game. Crow pledges ballroom
dancing during Mather dinner
last year wasn't bad either. And
it is all in good fun. This is college. It's our last chance to do
stupid crap like this so we
might as well enjoy it.
Doing immature, irrational,
and totally embarrassing
things voluntarily is an integral
part of pledging. 1 am interested
to know how effective this kind
of practice really is. On the one
hand, it can be a painful process

of mental and physical deterioration that provides only a story
to tell your grandkids.
On the other hand, sharing in
a humiliating experience with
a small group of people provides the opportunity to create
a serious and lasting bond of
friendship, or at the very least a
hearty laugh. There is really no
better time in a person's life at
which this experience can be
lived. So 1 say go for it Why not?
College costs a lot of money,
and for this reason alone 1 think
weshould try togetas much out
of it as we can. There is a hidden and immense potential for
Greek organizations to spice up
their pledging practices in order
to make my own and every
other non-Greek student's four
years here a little more interesting. I would love to see more
pledge events being held out in
the open.
1 can't describe how impressed I would be by the sight
of some lunatic, but creative
pledging fiasco being held in
full view of the student body,
the faculty, and even a few tour
groups. The more the merrier.
Trinity is a small school and we
share a limited amount of space.
Let's evade our inherent claustrophobia by providing each
other with as much,entertainment as possible. This is college.
Live it up.

b u s in e s s

A,it n dead run, it can gauge the exact instant
activate
I/1:.

to backhand a tennis ball traveling 95 miles an
hour for a baseline winner.
Calculate how electrons move in a crystal.
Compose symphonies. Even program a VCR.
It's your brain.
Incredibly malleable. Infinitely versatile.
Awesomely inventive.

^^^^:•:^.•'umM•

At Andersen Consulting, we want to keep it that
way. So we challenge it with a stimulating variety
of assignments. Develop it with an average of
over 140 hours of advanced training per year.
Reward it with advancement. And support it with
the resources of more than 40,000 professionals
operating across 47 countries. At Andersen
Consulting, we always keep you in mind.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
All Majors: Please join us for an information Session
regarding Careers in Business Integration Consulting on
Thursday.October 23 at 7:00 p.m. in Mather HallAlumni Lounge.
© 1996 Andersen Consulting
Andersen Consulting is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
For more information, please visit our web bite at http://www.ac com
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Children's Art Exhibit In The Chapel Faceoff At
Cinestudio
BY CHRIS W U

Arts Writer

TOM BACK

Children of ages three to twelve have their artwork on exhibit in the Trinity
College Chapel.
the Trinity College Chapel, in eoopeiation with Weaving the Wisdom
H e , will present an inaugural
childreri'Sfirtsh-jwonOtiobei tH.7in
the i.h.ipei gallery Art opening re
ceprioufoi '.hrarasrs.ind theirtamv
lies w:ii he held on Friday Octnbet 3,
from "5-7rM m ihe Cliapd. The artwork, submitted b> children whose

•age* iaru;e from ihiee to 12, will show
ca>e ihe talents and artwiL aspiration",
of ynung people m the Lomiuuriuy smrounding Trinity's campus The show,
will feature approximately 35 to 40
pip«. es of arr and is part of a broader initiative to resell out to the community
through children's, arr Othei oiganizaimns that are involved include Real Art

Ways, Guakia. the Ans Alreinative,
arid St James Church on Zion Street
Stop by tlie Chapel and enjoj die
innocentenf children^art I[ will be
on exhibit thinugh readinp week
Take ihe time to hiiprxirr thv" ch ildrcn
m the area
PrrssTdeasecourtayo'iiheTy muy
College Chapel

Win Free Pre-Released Videos
From Miramax andThe Tripod
The t trsr three people with the correct answers to the following quesuons wi 11 win a copy of i wo new Miramax Home
A XvfeW« nJiclUdinaFjt^SJkrpQ NQHARM, W be released on October 14,1997, and HAWK'S VENGEANCE, to be released
nn Pt toivr 21'1997 "*" *• '- ."-*

•*••- "••"'^•w r-u^xoitki'tifitiT/t^t' •

I lim Abrahams has direcred a nvinbei of box office li irs Name c\c

Name
Box *

LAI

1 Meryl Streeplias played a mother in a number of recent htms Name one
3. In v huh comedy smash hu did h r d Ward Stai?
4 Gary Damp is was a world champion ot what sport*
5 What country ^ Gary Daniels from?

^ id-lV") pi'" II I'll' V l i l U .1 l l l ' i ' l .
J T I "••sdcmpl >L s ' i ' l i i r, I "c ^ l ' m i i

s: 'lie :r-"^I\.v ''2"S2

John Woo's Face/Ofj came to the
Cinestudio and boy did it leave it's
mark.
The action packed film, starring
John Travolta and Nicholas Cage,
brought excitement and adventure
into the theater. With the stuff that
made this movie, Face/Off could
bring both of these elements into any
theater.
The story begins with the Los Angeles cop Sean Archer, played by
Travolta, holding a his son on a carousel. The nostalgic scene shows
Archer's 5 year old son being murdered by Castor Troy (Cage).
They fast forward to the present
and has Archer on a lifelong quest to
find and punish Troy. He captures
Troy who has fallen into a coma after
an amazing action scene a la John
Woo (i.e. guys flying out of airplane
doors, with two pistols, blasting
away).
They capture Troy's brother Pollux
and need to get information about a
nerve gas bomb somewhere in Los
Angeles.
Archer has the face of Castor Troy
surgically implanted to assume the
role of Troy. He then goes to the get
the information from Troy's brother.
The real Troy just so happens to wake
from the coma without a face. And
well... you know, the rest of the story...
he takes a face of Archer and starts
wreaking havoc.
John Woo's action sequences are, to
say the least, amazing. The first scene
with Travolta and crew versus the
seemingly undefeated Troy, is thrilling. Woo makes good use of the set
and surroundings.
With crates and airplane parts in a
hanger, mirrors in a Los Angeles
penthouse, or harpoon launchers at
a dock, it is Woo who really make
Travolta and Cage like action heroes.
"What made the movie so unique
was that it combined incredible action, an interesting drama, unique
character developments, and a technique that has never been pulled off
by any other film before. It did its job
as an action film," mentioned Dan
Rosen '01.
Travolta again plays the evil villain
(sort of). He played in John Woo's last
American film Broken Arrow. In fact,
both Travolta and Cage play really
convincing bad guys.
In the beginning, Cage all out maniacal laughs and sexual tendencies
send chills down your spine. Later,
Travolta plays a lot smoother, in control character. Both Travolta and Cage
put on great performances.
Gina Gershon (Bound) plays a convincing lover to Castor Troy while
Alessandro Nivola (who looks surprisingly similar to the singer of Oasis) is Troy's fraternal ally, Pollux.
Castor and Pollux pull off a great
brotherly combo. Nick Cassavetes,
the director who directed Travolta in
She's so Lovely, plays Dietrich.
All in all, Face/Offwas great entertainment with great plot, cinematography (a great mirror scene), and
action sequences. If you want to see
things blow up, Travolta and Cage put
on Oscar performances and John
Woo at his American film making
climax, check out Face/Off.
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Trinity Poets At
Old State House Are

stantial part of the audience had to
leave due to a required English class.
Arts Writer
Scheduling of future events should be
arranged so that the students whom
A wiry man proclaiming himself a it would most likely attract will be
slave-trader in colonial America inter- able to attend.
jected with historical tidbits into the
It was also frustrating that the adconversations of the audience. Trin- vertisements did not address the times
ity College presents a series called which a shuttle would leave for the
"First Thursdays" at the Old State- Old Statehouse.
house.
Due to this, several students were
This past Thursday, four Trinity po- left stranded at Mather with the blind
ets performed in front of an audience hope of catching a shuttle. The high
open to the public. The work of Jared quality of poetry strongly pressed on
D. Fernandes, George Hume, Miles despite the waning crowd. Miles
Jennings, and Karen L. Walter bright- Jennings read next with a precision for
ened the atmosphere of the Old State- language which illuminated his expehouse with their vibrant creativity. As riences with the city, friends and
the audience sat in old-fashioned strangers.
school desks, the readers spoke from
After reading several longer pieces,
behind a colonial podium.
Miles looked at the audience and said:
Jared Fernandes began the reading. "To the busybody searchlights scanAn appropriate introduction to the ning deep cuts in the city night- -1
evening, Jared's work quickly peaked know where you're coming from."
the audience's interest with the exKaren Walter closed the event with
pressive rhythm of his work. The carefully sculpted poems which emflowing beat was captivated in his phasized her strong understanding of
body language throughout the read- history. She most recently wrote the
ing.
final poem which she read. Although
Next, George Hume read in a style the meaning was cryptic, the genuine
which echoed that of one of his favor- impact which the poem's events had
ite poets, Allen Ginsburg. The poem upon her shined in the conviction of
which he dedicated to Ginsberg her presentation.
seemed to be especially meaningful to
The event exhibited the strong work
him, for his speech quickened and of these four students in a public viewvoice rose as the poem continued. In ing which poetry rarely seems to rehis final poem, "This is It", he ex- ceive at Trinity. Each step towards a
claimed to the audience the powerful more creative atmosphere at Trinity
hold which the art of poetry has for needs to be celebrated with vast audihim. His portrayal of the urgency of ences.
poetry left the powerful impression
Show your support for artists at
upon the audience that poetry is not Trinity by participating in events
necessarily a; choice,'but a fte'cessary1 which celebrate thei'r strngglt'tcr c
aspect of his life,
vV • ;• • '
make the experiences of life both tanUnfortunately, at this point, a sub- gible and beautiful.
B Y SADIE PEPPER

he nex t
These are the "sculpture projects of ' mire tiie hard work of these students.

mmm
y eras

ALfcX CIKOR

Trinity Sculpture I students exhibit their work outside
the Wiggins Sculpture Studio.
the students of the Sculpture I class
here at Trinity.
Under the direction of Professor
Patricia Tillman, the students were
instructed to morph two (or more)
unrelated ideas or objects and create
a figure that would be inorganic and
unrecognizable to the human eye.

Be awareforthe future exhibits of
the Sculpture I students. They work
hard and deserve to be recognized.
This, of course, may be my own bias
speaking because I am in the class.
When your out this weekend frolicking about campus have respect for
h
art n
i
e
"

should -be bBv^Wm^K^re^^rfoaomcKildren carrying a twenty
When looking at the various sculp- pound concrete figure, tell them
tures one should not be able toiden- they're not to be taken.

The Winners of St.
Anthony Hall
Literary Competition
First Prize- Chris Hunt's
"Hunk: A Love Story"
Sophomore Chris Hunt's short
story is a tale of high school loves,
losses and desires. With a comically bizarre named Alan, "Hunk:
A Love Story" carries out a darkly
humorous menage a trois of passion, lust and driving. Hunt intends to major in Chemistry, with
a possible double major in Creative
Writing.

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

time.

.

•

.

.

Third Prize-James E C
Griffith's "Darkness"
Griffith, a junior creative writing and philosophy major wrote
"Darkness" as a freshman and has
revised it over the last two years.
The story is based on a young kid
remembering how he stared luridly at his 18 year old cousin, and
the effect it had on both of them.
Special thanks to Creative WritingProfessor Hank Lewis forhelping us judge the entries and to the
English Department for all their
help. Many thanks to all those who
submitted their short stories.

$50
cash back*
Apple' Cctm OneScanner 600/27
<27-bll, 300x600 dpO
N$

Second Prize- Tim Plant's
"The Kiss"
Plant, a senior creative writing
major, wrote "The Kiss" as a "Hypothesis' Piece". Based on one event,
a kiss, his story tells of what could
have happened after a boy and girl
in the 9th grade kiss for the first

Save another

cash back*
Power Macintosh 6500/250
32/4GB/i2XCD/Multiple Sean 15AV
L2/2p Drive/EIhernsl/Kbd
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Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you cart save big time; For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
*Thts is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.

For more information visit
Student Computing Services - MCEC 115 X2007
or contact Apple Campus Direct at
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Arotihd
Trinity

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tuesday, Oct. 7

7:00 PM

The Decolonization series presents Gandhi in
McCook Auditorium. There will be a discussion
following the movie led by student host Anhoni
Patel '98. Refreshments will be served.

If Its Not Greek, Its Weak...

Wednesday, Oct. 8

Sorry TCAC, but that black-lite
thing just doesn't work twice in a semester. After all, didn't "94 Vernon St."
just throw their "Party on the Moon?"
How many black-lite parties can we
take? Besides, the Hall proved that the
tap system in Vernon Center is far more
appealing than an empty Cave. Once
again AT wonders what happened to
the days when Trinity could sustain
more than one party per night.

The International Studies Program presents a
lecture by Dr. Javier Miranda. Miranda is a Professor at the Law School in the University of Republic in Uruguay. The title is "Human Rights in
the Americas: Truth & Justice in Post-Dictatorial
Regimes." The lecture will be held in the McCook
Library. Refreshments will be served.

To Be Or Not To Be...
Where was late night Saturday? Rumors abounding, Trinity students tried
everything... The Hall... No, no... Try AD...
No, no, try... Cleo... No, no....try...

The Inconvenience Store
Camp Trin-Trin loves Marlboro
LightsE Get it? Obviously not, as the
convenience store was lacking in one
key area for late night necessities this
week. Of the few major needs of a late
night partier, the store couldn't even
sootheanic-fit!

Vernon Place, King Of Trin
From the Track Team to the Hall,
this weekend once again proved that
the new "party barn" now rules the
campus. Can anything compete? Are
- tb.e days of the "house party" fading
away? To some its great, but doesn't
anyone miss the atmosphere of a good
oi' Fraternity basement?

Pissed Off At AAA
Some Freshmen Party-Barn attendants at last Friday's St. Anthony's Hall
event expressed their disdain towards
the AAA Motor Club by relieving themselves on various front tires of cars
parked along Vernon St. Hope those
cars had Michelin rain tires on.

The Lap Of Luxury
No need to attend an all day spa to
get your beauty treatment this week.
Just head to Northam Towers. AT was
visiting a friend in the dorm and yes,
once again, ORL has managed to turn
the heai on inside just as the heat is
cranking outside. So instead of complaining, AT took the opportunity to
cleanse the pores. If you can ignore the
mice scurrying around on the floor and
don't mind taking a cold shower after
your beauty treatment, this is the spa
for you!

Hazing? No Way!
AT recently heard that Trinity
maintained its #5 reputation when a
news group approached members of
AD (oops... I mean the Fire Society) to
discuss the f rat scene on campus. They
were apparently trying to get the word
on hazing after an MIT student died
from excessive drinking as a pledge.
True to Trinity form, AD claimed "no,
of course we don't make our pledges
drink. That only happens at other
schools. Pledging at AD involves building shelters for homeless squirrels,
helping-old ladies across the street and
sharing stories about our childhood."
AT is planning to visit AD this weekend
and check out exactly what kind of
group bonding is really going on.

4:15 PM

4:30 PM
The Photography lecture series presents Thomas Roma's Come Sunday and other work. Come
Sunday was the title of Roma's 1996 one person
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York City. The presentation will be held in
Hallden Hall, room 14.
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Chapel Performance
The department of Music presents the first in
this year's series of Private Lessons Instructor
Recitals on October 8, at 12:15 PM. College Organist John Rose will perform a program of music by French masters on the instruments. This
performance will take place in the Chapel and is
free to all.

Hartford Symphony
Tuesday, October 14 at 8:00 PM, the Hartford
Orchestra presents Ohlsson Plays Brahms at the
Bushnell. The concert will feature music from
Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms. Tickets are $15$45 and will be on sale September 14. Call the
Bushnell Box Office for more information at (860)
244-2999.

Chicago
Between October 21 and 26, Chicago will be
playing at the Bushnell. Tickets range from $17.00
to $55.00. For detailed scheduling information
and tickets call (860) 987-6082.

5:00 PM
Professor of English Ron Thomas will present
a lecture discussing the confusion between the
novel Dracula and films based on the novel The
lecture will take place in Hallden Hall, A reception will follow in the Watkinson Library. This
lecture is part of the Watkinson exhibit Land of
Enchantment: British Fantasy Illusion in the
Golden Age.

5iqn up for

Mss-A-Meal
To benefit o locol hunger relief facility
This week in the lobby of Mother,
lunch or dinner Monday. Tuesdoy and Vednesdoy
Sponsored by ConnPIRG
Hunger and Homekssness Campaign

Chapel Happenings

5:00 PM
Collective Voices, a student-run multicultural
discussion group, will be presenting "Is Trinity
Really Diverse?" The discussion will be held in
the Women's Center on the second floor of Mather
Hall. Dinner will be provided.

,; ... . 4:30PM
The Department of History presents the 199798 Mean lecture by James McPherson, Profesor of
History at Princeton University. McPherson will
present a lecture entitled WasBlood Thickerthan

Water? Ethnic and Civic Nationalism in the

Wednesday, Oct. 8
-1.30 PM

MtuiiaiioLi

Crypt Chapel

Sunday, Oct. 12
'5:00 PM

Roman'Cafholic Mass

"

Vespers Service

7:00 PM

Monday/ Oct. 13
12:00 PM&
4:30 PM.

American Civil War in McCook Auditorium.

Mediation •
Crypt Chapel

CINESTUDIO
The Van (R)

mm j»iiiiiuMi[iirtwjniiiiiiiiiiiiiiLii,,,iii

Wed-Sat, Oct. 8-11
Sat, Oct. 11

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(Ireland, 1997) Directed by Stephen Frears. Screenplay by Roddy Doyle, based on his novel. Music by Eric Clapton.
Cast: Colm Meaney, Donal O'Kelly, Ger Ryan, Caroline Rothwell. The trilogy of films based on the Barrytown novels of
Roddy Doyle (The Commitments, The Snapper and now The Van) have probably done more than anything else to lift
away the mist from romanticized views of Ireland. That is not to say that there isn't magic of a kind in this realistic
portrait of North Dublin, alive with humor and imagination. Bimbo (Donal O'Kelly) and his hilariously inept comrade
Larry (Colm Meaney) stave off the shame of going on the dole by purchasing a fast food truck. With the help of Larry's
. fiercely vegetarian son, "Bimbo's Burgers" is born, but unforeseen pressures on the two men's friendship make them wonder about the price of success, however small. "Two thumbs up../unny and energetic!"- Roger Ebert. 105 min.

Lost Highway (R)

Eri - Sat, Oct. 10-11

9:45 PM

(1997) Director and Sound Designers: David Lynch. Written by David Lynch and Barry Gifford. Cast: Bill Pullman,
Patricia Arquette, Robert Blake. The first screening of the remarkably unsettling Lost Highway at Cinesmdio kept the
audience in the lobby talking about the film long after the curtain came down. If you still haven't decided what it all
means -or somehow missed it - here is your chance to enter the disturbing dream world of David Lynch. Bill Pullman
plays a man in prison for the murder of his wife, who is set free when he inexplicably metamorphosis into someone else.
The horrors of his former life are still out there, along with dangerously odd characters played by Robert Blake and
Marilyn Manson. The moody soundtrack features Angelo Badalamenti and Trent Reznor of Nine Inch Nails. 135 min.

East Side Story (not rated)

Sun, Oct. 12
2:30 PM
Sun - Tues., Oct. 12-14 7:30 PM

(Germany, 1997) Directed by Dana Ranga. Written by Dana Ranga and Andrew Horn. Editor: Guido Krajewski. WithKarin Schroder, Maya Turorskaya, Gigori Alexandrov. Even Hartford's most erudite film buffs (we know you're out there)
may have trouble placing the following titles: The lovable White Mouse, TractorDrivers.and Cossacks of the Kuban River
If you've given up, check out East Side Story, a new documentary on musical comedies that were spawned at the height
of the Cold War. Wild film clips are cross - cut with interviews with some of the former stars, from Karin "The Doris Day
of the East" Schroder, to Chris Doerk and Frank Schobel, the Eastern bloc's answer to Annette and Frankie Some of these
films are quite good, Others, with all-singing, all-dancing pig farmers and swinging socialist heart throbs well we're
sure they got their points across! 77 min,
.
'
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AIXBE
Flu Shots

The Cobweb
Wednesday, October 8, at 7:30 PM, the Latin
American and Spanish Film Series will present
The Cobweb in the Life Science Auditorium. The
Cobweb, directed by Antoni Verdaguez, is the
screenplay adaptation of Jaume Cabre's novel.
Speaker for the movie will be Trinity's Thomas
Harrington, Modern Languages

Through October 22
An exhibit of Esme Thompson's paintings can
be seen in the Widener Gallery of Austin Arts.
Thompsons paintings explore the complexities
of visual memory by creating structural and narrative links. The exhibit is free and open to the
public.

tails

CONT,

Tuesday, Oct. 14

12:00 PM

The Trinity Center for Neighborhoods will be
hosting the Honorable Raymond Norkojudge of
the Community Court, for a presentation about
Hartford's new "Community Court." Community
Court is Hartford's new approach to dealing with
quality of life issues such as noise, graffiti and
prostitution. The presentation will be held in Terrace Room B. Lunch will be provided. Seating is
limited to 50 persons, please RSVP by October 10
by calling TCN at 297-5170..

Monday, Oct. 20

4:30 PM

The Department of History announces the
1997/98 Bankwitz Lecture titled "Revisiting a
painful past: Vichy France, 1940-1944. The lecture will be presented by Professor Robert Paxton
of Columbia University. Professor Paxton is the
author of many books on Vichy France including the pathbreaking, Vichy France: Old Guard
and New Order, 1940-44 and (with Michael
Marrus) Vichy France and the Jews.

CVS Pharmacy at 1099 New Britain Ave, in
West Hartford will be providing flu shots. Flu
shots will be available October 10, between 2:00
and 6:00 PM for $10.00.

October 7

DansKineticsTM

October 8

Pamela Fox, a certified DansKineticsTM instructor, will teach workshops every other Saturday from September 27 through December 13.
Class is from 11:15 AM to 12:15 PM in Seabury 49.

4:00 PM

10:00 PM

Favorite Flick Night
Sabrina in the Cave

9:00 PM

Dan Stevens
Blues Duo
in the Bistro

The Nightmare Factory
Through October 31, The Nightmare Factory,
Connecticut's new Haunted House will be open.
An old New Britain factory is used for the event
featuring graveyards, insane asylums and mystery mazes. This is a nonprofit venture whose
proceeds will go to The Hospital for Special Care.
Admission is $8.00 and the house will run on
Thursdays from 6:00 to 10:00 PM, Fridays from
6:00 PM to 12:00 AM, and Saturdays from 1:00 PM
to 12:00 AM at the Harris Building at 321 Ellis
Street in New Britain, CT. For more information
call 224-1436..

October 9
9:30 PM

Volunteer for LEAP
LEAP is looking for people between the ages of
16 and 25, enrolled in college interested in volunteering as mentors or tutors for children living
in Hartford Public Housing. LEAP (Leaders,Education, Athletics in Partnership) is a*nBh-profit
organization. For more information call (860)
951-0767.

Charles Flores

Quintet
Latin Jazz
in the Bistro

'

October 11
1:00 PM

Apple/Pumpkin
picking
Depart from Mather

7:00 PM

Terminator 1
in McCook
Auditorium

9:00 PM

Terminator 2
in McCook
Auditorium

UCONN Lecture
Thursday, October 9, at 3:30 PM, UCONN's Institute for Puerto Rican and Latino Studies will
host Profesor Arlenne Torres of the University of
Illinois. Torres will present a lecture entitled "The
Use and Abuse of Power: Puerto Rican Ethnography in the Late Twentieth Century" in the Puerto Rican/Latin American Cultural Center at
UCONN's Storrs campus.

Jay Meek
Poetry Reading in
the Faculty Club

Any Trinity student who does not wish
to support ConnPIRG may sign up for a
refund of the fee that funds ConnPIRG
with a student ID at these times:
Tues. 12:00-100 JPMand 5:QQ-6:0Q PM
Wed. 12:15 to 1:15 PM and 5:00 -6:00 PM

Classifieds
*EXTRA INCOME '97*

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, October 9
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information call (860) 568-8810
Air Force One (R)
In&Out(PG-13)
Kiss the Girls (R)
LA Confidential (R)
Matchmaker (R)
Men In Black (PG-13)
Money Talks (R)
Peacemaker (R)
Soul Food (R)
The Game (R)
U-Turn (R)
Wishmaster (R)

7:05 PM; 9:40 PM; 12:05 AM
12:35 PM; 1:05 PM; 3:05 PM; 3:35 PM; 5:10 PM; 5:40 PM; 7:20 PM;
750 PM; 9:25 PM; 9:50 PM; 11:25 PM; 11:55 PM
1:10 PM; 1:40 PM; 4:10 PM; 4:40 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:50 PM;
10:15 PM; 12:15 AM; 1235 AM
1:00 PM; 4:00 PM: 7:00 PM; 9:55 PM; 12:35 PM
12:15 PM, 2:35 PM; 4:55 PM; 7:45 P H 10:05 PM; 12:10 AM
12:10 PM; 2:20 PM; 4:25 PM
12-30 PM: 2:40 PM; 4:45 PM: 7:55 PM; 10:00 PM: 11:50 PM
1:15 PM; 1:45 PM; 4:15 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:10 PM: 7:40 PM; 9:45 PM;
10:15 PM: 12:15 AM; 12:35 AM
12:00 PM: 2:25 PM; 4:50 PM: 7:25 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:25 PM
12:55; 4:00 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:40 PM; 12:10 PM
1:20 PM- 4-05 PM; 7:15 PM; 9:55 PM: 12:15 AM
1:10 PM; 3:15 PM: 5:20 PM: 7:30 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:30 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
:

Times are valid through Thursday, October 9
Prices $3.50 regular admission; $230 matinees
For scheduling information call (860) 232-2820

Air Bud (PG)
Conspiracy Theory (R)
George of the Jungle (PG)
Ulee'sGold(R)

1:30 PM; 4:00 PM
8:00 PM
1:40 PM; 4:00 PM
7:15 PM; 9:40 PM

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday; October 9
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information call (860) 666-8489
Conspiracy Theory (R)
Hoodlum (R)

1:30 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:00 PM
7:00 PM; 9:30 PM

Earn $200 - $500 weekly mailing travel
brochures. For more information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
Seabreeze Travel,
P.O. Box 0188
Miami, Florida 33261

**Spring Break... 'Take 2"**
Hiring Reps! Sell 15...Take 2 Free
Hottest Destinations!
Free Parties, Eats and Drinks.
SunSplash
1-800-426-7710

EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500-$1000 weekly
• stuffing envelopes. FordetailsRUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
Groups
6547 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N
Colorado, Springs, CO 80919

*****************

Tuesday, October 7
9:00 PM
Housing Lottery Meeting
in Rittenberg Lounge
****** * * * * * * * * * * * *

S
B

Breto's Welcomes Back Trinity Students And Wishes Them A
Successful Year!

Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527

Pizzas

Topping ....$ .50

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread

Toppings.
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

S

$ 3.50

T o p p i n g ...$2.50

^ large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Chef Salad..
Greek Salad
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Tossed Salad

Specialty Pizzas
Red Veggie Design

Sides & Salads

L

Sheet

$6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

Subs & Grinders

$8.50 /13.00 /23.00

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli,freshtomatoes, etc.

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

$10.00 / 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Specialties
S p a g h e t t i w / m e a t b a l l , s a u s a g e , s h r i m p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50
S h e l l s w / m e a t b a l l , s a u s a g e , s h r i m p . . . . . . / . • . . . . . . . . . . . .$7.50
Ravioli.
....
.$6.50
Stuffed Shells.
..$6.50
Manicotti....
.......
. . . . . . . . . $6.50
Lasagna..
$7.50
Chicken Parmesan
;
$7.50
Calzone
........
$6.00
Fettuccine A l f r e d o . . . . . .
. . . .$6.95
Garden Pasta
.
.. .$6.95
Beef and P e p p e r s . . . . . . . . . .
$7.50
Steak on a Stick.
,
.$7.50

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese..
Gyro..

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5,75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$8.00 Plenty for two!

Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey.
Max's Pasta Alexandria . . .
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi.
Shrimp on a stick
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp.
Linguine Mediterranean
Oriental Chicken Mazen
Blackened Chicken.

$7.95
$7.95
$8.50
$7.50
$7.95
.$6.95
$7.50
.$7.50

1

2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334

I
B

a
B
B

Large Pizza

B

Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda«
Only $10 tax incl.
.
278-4334
j

Small Pizza

Any Calzone

Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

F

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese

FRJEE can soda

Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

with Any Salad

& Garlic Bread
278-4334

1
I
B
S
I

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

..I

Call in Your Order — Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. - Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Ngtj^Xrew, Not 2 Live Crew, But Trinity Crew
BY

KATIE KURZ

Subscriptions Editor

The early morning showers this past
Saturday gave rise to a great day in South
Hadley, Massachusetts for the Women's
Crew. The boats competed in two races
each throughout the day at their first
autumn regatta against Mount Holyoke,
the regatta's host, Williams, Amherst,
Middlebury and Simmons.
At last year's regatta, Trinity made
quite an impressive showing, but this
year topped even that. Two crews represented the Bantams last year, but five
Eights competed this past Saturday. Last
year, the Varsity Eight claimed the
bronze medal and this year they surpassed their previous accomplishments
and took the silver.
The two Novice Eights kicked off the
morning by racing in a shortened head
piece of 2000 meters. The A boat placed
second place behind Mount Holyoke
with a time of 7:07.54 and the B boat followed up in fifth place with a time of
7:58.34. Coach Erica Schwab, coaching
her second year of women's crew for the
Bantams, was excited with the first performance of her women. The A boat
raced later in the Grand Novice Final, a
sprint piece of 2000 meters, and came in

The Trinity Women's Crew Team; From left: Isaac Bohannon '00, Karyn Meyer
'99, Kyra Skvir '98, Carrie Rorer '00, Beth Bronzino '99, Amy Cardello '98,
Emily Polito '00, Jen Halstead '98, Kelly Johnson '00.

third behind Williams and Mount
Holyoke with a time of 6:47.69. The B
boat took second place with a strong
time of 6:58.73.
The Varsity Women's Crew has grown

It's Miller Time!!

Sherman Francis '99 turnin' the corner against Hamilton
this past weekend

continued from Page 24
In addition to Mullaney .and Francis,
Faget had 42 yards, senior Torn Kaija
ran for 47, senior co-captain Greg Gagne
fQUghtfor32,andjuniorMarcMacarrrni
slashed his way for 28 more.
Mullaney also threw the'ball well,
completing 7 of his 12 attempts for 98
yards. In addition to senior Rob Kane
and Faget, freshman tight end Peter
Hammond established himself as a
main target of Mullaney's with four receptionsfor 73, yards.
On the Bantamssecond scoring drive,
five players contributed with good
gains. Francis had two carries for twelve
yards, Gagne added seven yards up the
middle, Kaija had runs of eleven and
eight yards, while Hammond grabbed
a 26 .yard pass. Mullaney, who had four
rushes for 18 \ ards, stored on the option
again, Lhis Line hom four yards out.
Mull.incy also added A two |vv.m conversion, to mircasL* to Kamam lead IO
14-0
"We gave them difteient looks tn run
thefoinn,"sa.u Mullaticy Ihe> were
ktymg in nn rhe back nioie th.m past
teams, so I jusi lookit upundi'iniMfh"
Truiu\"a delwwe played well rhe cn-

w*——_

in numbers this year; instead of two
boats under the guidance and coaching
skills of Stephanie Moore, she's training
three full Eights. These women competed in a head race in the morning (a
three mile piece) and then would compete in a sprint race of 2000 meters in
the early afternoon.
The Second Varsity Crews competed
against Williams and Mount Holyoke.
The Second Varsity A boat had a solid
race, fending off a strong Williams crew
the first half of the piece and then keeping Mount Holyoke off their stern during the final part of the race. The A boat
placed second behind Mount Holyoke
with a time of 16:55.16 and the B boat
claimed fourth place behind 18:10.90.
Bc.t,b, of, ip^e, b.o<M3, £«,ced a^ain, in. the
Grand Second Varsity Final; Mount"
Holyoke only won the first place by one
second over the A boat. That boat had a
time of 6:32.75 in the sprint, while the B
boat came in third with a time of 6:46.55,
The A boat had a strong second race and
held the lead for almost the whole race,
until last few meters when Mount
Holyoke stepped it up for the sprint,
gaining the lead. Williams was disqualified during the sprint as they were protested by Mount Holyoke for steering off
course.
The Varsity Eight held a good course

KATIE KURZ

for their head piece as they came in second behind Mount Holyoke by twenty
seconds. With a time of 15:56.07,
Simmons and Amherst fell in the wake
of Trinity's crew. Placing in the Grand
Final, the women had a fast sprint, yet
they still couldn't catch Mount Holyoke's
bow ball. Trinity took second place again
with a time that was six seconds slower
than first place, 6:12.39.
At. the conclusion of this day full of
races, Trinity's Varsity Crew was
awarded silver medals for their overall
competition. A tired group of women
left the race knowing that all their hard
work and practice during the first month
of school paid off in an impressive first
regatta, yet they were determined that
next year they would capture the gold
from the reigning host, Mount Holyoke.
The crews are diligently practicing this
week for the Head of the Connecticut in
Middletown this Sunday.
The Men's Crew raced this past Sunday in Lowell, Massachusetts in the Textile Regatta. In another gorgeous day for
rowing, the Men's crews competed in two
head races each. The Men's Heavyweight
crews raced against colleges such as Williams and Wesleyan; their first race had
a time of 18:03 and for their second piece,
they dropped their time by twenty seconds to 17:43.

DANMOW1T

tire game, not allowing a single point
and giving theif offense good field position. The only time Hamilton came
jncoscoringpositiori in thefirst half the
'Bantam defense, led by Burch and
sophomore Brian LaHaie, stopped the
ContihentalsMlbackFrattk Loveroon
fourth and one..
The lone points for Hamilton came
on a 98 yard interception return for a
touchdown by Kyle Bennett. That play
aside, Hamilton's defense could not
Handle Trinity's multi-dimensional offense. .The Bantams had 418 net total
yards, compared tojust 109 for theContinentals.
', '
• Trinity continued their solid play in
the second half with scoring drives of
74 and 83 yards. Kaija's touchdown run
from one yard,out extended the Bantam lead to 2H, whileFrancis's20 yard
scamper put the game out of reach for
the Continentals.
•There was great blocking by Gagne
and Kaija," explained Francis on his
touchdown run.' ,^1 just took it around
i he rbi iiei and into the pud zo^c."
Ncxi Sunday, Trinity travels id Boston io play Tuhs. The Bantam;, w k n
extend ih'cir winning '-treak against
Tufts LOseven games

Let E-S Sports custom screen print or embroider shirts,
sweatshirts, hots or other merchandise for your dorm, club, or organization.
CALL
Visit our Website:

www.essports.com

[Sport*

800-637-0030
TO ORDER TODAY!

47 Jackson Street, Box 771 • Holyoke, MA 01041 • Tel: 413.534.5634

RUSH ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY!
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Women's Tennis Kicks Some V-ASS-er g|j|J U n d e f e a t e d
BY CAROLYN FRENCH
Sports Editor

The Women's Tennis team
continued its winning ways this
week with a win over the Division I University of Hartford
and a very strong Vassar team.
The Bantams had no problem
handling their cross town rivals, winning 8-1. This is a tremendous win for Trinity,
considering that the Hartford
Hawks are a Division I team,
and theyare not used to losing.
On Saturday, Trinity knew it
had its work cut out for it when
they hosted Vassar. Vassar had
played Williams only a few days
before and only lost to them, 54. The women knew the match
would be challenging, but were
confident in their conditioning
and preparation. The Bantams
started out with a victory in the
number three doubles position.
The team of co-captain Amy
Friedman '99 and sophomore
Caroline Hughes continued to
work together well, and came
away with an easy 8-1 win.
In singles, the Bantams
looked much stronger, winning
five of the six positions. Trinity
went into the match ready to
fight hard, while a tired Vassar
team dragged their sorry soles
onto the court. Friedman lost a
tough battle at #2 against a topnotch undefeated Vassar player.
Erica Johnson '00, Erica Mann

AmyFriedman serves up a blistering serve.

'99, Sarah Maloney '99, Heidi
Poison '00, and Hughes all won
their matches. Maloney came
back after losing her first set,
and she played for nearly 3
hours, ultimately capturing the
W for Trinity. "She had such an
amazing comeback. Her willl
to win and desire to overcome
adversity were amazing. She is
certainly thejimmy Conners of

ALEX CUKOR

our team," said Folger. Hughes
has returned to the singles lineup, filling in beautifully at
number 6.
During the upcoming week,
the Bantams face UCONN on
Wednesday, another Division I
school, as well as Tufts on Sunday. Last year the women lost
5-4 to UCONN, so they are eager to get revenge.

Now it is sometimes excontinued from Page 24
Norland'98. Thegoaiputthe pected that a team after such
game into overtime. In field an emotional game would let
hockey when there is an over- down in their next game, but
time period, the number of the team did no such thing and
players on the field goes down showed the Colby Mules just
from eleven to seven. This ob- how good Trinity field hockey
viously opens up the field but, ' is. The final score of 4-1 does
as the players have already not show all of the offensive
played 70 minutes of a game, it pressure that the team put on
really goes to the team that the Colby defense, but the
team did fulfill certain goals,
wants it more,
In this case it was Trinity as such as scoring in the first five
the tearn led by the defensive minutes of the game.
Knowles again started off
play of Kelly Flaman '99 and
Kirsten Skedd *98. These two the scoring for the day, scoring
kept the team in the overtime her first of two goals within
period until Flaman put in a the first three minutes of the
brilliant shot from her defen- game, Kate Leonard '99, who
sive back position that devas- is a standout for the team on
tated Springfield and caused defense, assisted Knowles on
her team to tackle her on the both goals. Leonard also confield. The win for the team is tributed a goal of her own
considered a huge upset as again on a. direct corner shot
Springfield had been ranked with the assists going to Love
#2 in the region compared to and Norland, The final goal of
the #6 ranking the Trinity has • the game was another first,
Christina Spilios '99 cleaned
•held'
Skedd had eleven saves and up a broken corner play and
faced numerous corners, while drove, a shot that wound its
Barldey Kinkead'99 and ' way around numerous defendCamilla Love '99 each contrib- ers before finding the back of
uted one assist and Borland thegoal.
had three assists. Love's came
The team is continuing to
on the game tying goal. The work hard every day as they,
• defense saw a lot of action, in- play Connecticut College and
cluding- ail of foe corners,,but Tufts University this week.
tEefrievergotdownandinthe B6th teams are very good and
end; the winning goal;carne - the team will have to continue
from a'defender 'who scored playing at a high level to improve on their record,
her first collegiate goal-

Inexperience And Plethora Of Matches Flattens Volleyball
BY STARK TOWNEND

Sports Writer

New England, Smith, disposed

retyrn of DeMartino, the Ban-

of the Bantams 3-0 (4-15, 11-15, tams made a game out of it,

3-15). "We just gave them too
many offensive opportunities
Things have come rather easy today," said Vandermeer. "We
for the Trinity Women's Volley- went too easy on them,"
ball team thus far this season. Though not a good start to the
Beginning the week, with a tournament, the play of Karas
record of 7-1, the squad had es- and freshman Mali Greenburg
tablished itself as a force to be . provided a lift to Vandermeer's
reckoned with in the NESCAC spirits. "This was Mali's first
this year..Though not out of the start, because of the absence of
picture by any stretch of the (starter) Angie DeMartino, and
imagination, the Bantams came she really came through for us.
to a point this past week in She gave us a huge lift when we
which they were forced to look ~ needed it."
deep within themselves as a
The team tKen took on a
team and as individuals as to tough but undermanned
how they would make this sea- Skidmore squad and disposed
son one to remember.
of them 3-1 (15-11,15-11,13-15,
Facing Clark last Thursday, 15-5). Freshman sensation Tina
the Bantams got a tremendous Couch was bothered by a shin
lift from the play of sophomore splint problem, and the injury
Harleigh Leach and senior cap- was especially tough on her
tain Natalie Karas. Taking the ability to serve as the team's of-.
match in four games (15-11,15- fensive leader. Freshman
6,11-15,15-11), the team none- Brianna Stanton stepped into
theless played down to the level Couch's role and filled it nicely,
of the overmatched Clark providing 32 assists and 5 digs.
squad, as was noted by Head Captain Karas' play was once
Coach Fran Vandermeer. "We again instrumental as well, and
need to execute no matter who her 13 digs prompted
we're playing. We had diffculty Vandermeer to allude to her as
getting our serves to work for us "a coach on the floor." Freshtoday, and this is not the best man Megan Konieczny had 13
way for us to lead into this digs, and classmate Tricia Mase
weekend's tournament."
had 16 digs to go with 11 kills on
The tournament . which the night.
Vandermeer spoke of was this
On Saturday morning, the
weekend's Wesleyan Tourna- Bantams faced, host Wesleyan
ment, a two-day, four-team first. Another ranked and expeevent which featured Trinity, rienced squad, Wesleyan domihost Wesleyan, Smith, and nated the first game, winning,
Skidmore. It was an opportu- 15-1. Vandermeer called her
nity for the Bantams to see how players together, and led the
they would match up against team in a heart-to-heart discusopponents of a slightly stronger sion. "We just talked about how
caliber than they have played we needed to execute better, and
thus far, and another chance for • how' we were representing the
them to gel together as a team. school when we were playing,
, On Friday night, the squad and to take some pride in that."
• first faced the offensively tough Without eventual All-Tournasquad from Smith. Ranked in ment player Karas, but with the

eventually losing 3-2 (1-15,15-9,
10-15,15-12,4-15).
It was a see-saw battle that
saw Couch step to the forefront
as a leader in the absence of
Karas but one that also made
clear the Bantam's need for more
offensive productivity. While
their defense is their trademark,
they must take better advantage of their size offensively.
With both Leach and
Konieczny at 6 feet tall, the
. team has a decided advantage.
"We just ran out of gas today," •.,
said Vandermeer,"but Wesleyan
is a tournament-tough squad."
Feeding off of Couch's lift,
DeMartino had 16 digs, leading
Trinity defensively.
Trinity faced its final opponent in Muhlenberg, this time
the team was "really out of gas,"
as Vandermeer put it, losing 30 (2-15,10-15,10-15). The starters were not getting the jobdone
for the Bantams, and
Vandermeer thus saw it fit to
put in some lesser played teanf
members off the bench, who
provided a real lift in the team's
play in the second two games.
DeMartino finished the day
with 12 digs, while Mase and
Couch had 10 and 8 respectively, Vandermeer noted that
"without the presence of Natalie
(Karas), we really need Harleigh
(Leach) and Megan (Konieczny)
to step it up and be more aggressive. This is the toughest offensive team we've played at this
tournament, and our defense
needs to be ready for this kind
of competition."
Vandermeer told her team after the match to redefine their
commitment to the program,
"Theschedule only gets tougher
from here onin," she stated, "and
we need to focus better on what

it is that we are all about as a
team." With a record of 8-4
overall, Trinity must face this
crossroads of the season headon. They have the opportunity
to improve upon last year's 1112 mark, but they need to look
deep within themselves if they
are going to accomplish that
which they set oXit to do this
season.

On Tuesday, October, 7th,
Trinity will face rival Amherst
in a huge match starting at 7:00
in Oosting Gymnasium. A serving contest will be held in between the 2nd and 3rd games
with pizza prizes to be awarded.
The match is vital to the final
NESCAC standing this year, so
the team truly needs your support.

8ANTAM INTRAMURAL
RESULTS: WEEK#3

tfit

FOOTBALL SCOWS
MOMMY. SEPTEMBER 29TH
THE SPIT 45, NYC 0
WOODMAN 45,
SEX CLOWNS 24

SOCCER SCORES
WeDNESMY, OCTOBOeni
PANTHERS U, RED WINGS 5
FLYeRS8,DEG0ATS2
RANGERS 9, BRUINS 7
METALLICAII, THE PETE'S 1

TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 30
WANT'S A MONKEY 6,

JEU00
SPANK THEM0NKIES 44,

DUFFERS 26
WEDNESDAY. 0CT08EJU
TINY'SBIG PACKAGE 44,
THE RUN W SHOOT 42
SPANK WS M0NKIES 34,
THE SPIT 22

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3
REAL BSTIS I,DE GOAT 0
FLYING DUTCH MASTERS 4,
MUNTEL 2
DEGOAT2, JONESONE0
THE PETES 7,
THEYARDBIRDS5

ANNOUNCEMENTS

COEO VOLLEYBALL
ENTRIES WE OCT. 27
SEASON NOV. I-OEC. 12
AEROBICS
ENTRIES DUE OCT. 24
SEASON OCT. 27-0EC.I2
BASKETBALL

SEASON JAN.I9-MAR. 20

SSEMSUSM
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 23
SEASON FEB. 2-MAR. 13
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 23
SEASON FE8.3-MAR. 7

ENTRIES PUS JAN. 23
SEASON FEB. 2-MAR. 20

OCTOBER
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For Whom The Bell Knowles: Dominating In All Fields
B Y FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor

When thinking of a flamboyant
scorer its unusual to associate the characteristic of humility. Yet, what immediately comes to mind when thinking of
senior field hockey and lacrosse player
A h j K l i h h U

Well, that and her deadly scoring capabilities. At week's end, Knowles lead the
undefeated Women's Field Hockey attack with 9 of the Bantams' 25 goals.
Knowles, a native of Pittsburgh, PA,
attended the Westminster School in
nearby Simsbury, CT. At Westminster,
Knowles captained the Squash team and
the Lacrosse team while honing her offensive skills for the Field Hockey team.
Four years later, it would be hard to argue that those skills have not been perfected.
Knowles catapulted onto the Field
Hockey scene, starting immediately as a
freshman. Since then, she has accumulated 32 points for her career, including
an unbelievablel6 goals. Phenomenal on
their own, these statistics fail to mention
that Knowles missed all of last'season

:

sc*;

can't say enough about my teammates. I
when she travelled to London, England couldn't have picked a more perfect
to further her studies.
group to work with, we have so much fun
The always humble Knowles at- together."
tributes her success to her teammates,
This year Knowles has led the Ban"They are so easy to work with, they set tams to a 6-0 start and their recent win
me up and give me so many opportuni-

CHEESE PIZZA

.14"
additional
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

FILE PHOTO

Ashley Knowles prepares for one of
her deadly slap shots.

medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
toppings $.50 on med
$1.00 on large
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
onions
pepperoni
peppers
sausage
spinach
tomatoes

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

PRIMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarelta, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50 498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
Med $7,50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
'
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2t00am
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
***FREE DELIVERY***
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a while pie
With
$7.00 minimum purchase
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
We deliver cigarettes
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped With
bacon and fresh cheese
City Pizza Special for
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15.95
Trinity College
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
(no coupon needed, just mention special)

NY. STYLE PIZZA!!

236-2616

SHEET PAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

the team into the national rankings.
Knowles hopes her team will continue
their dominating ways and "go to the
NCAAs, to make up for the one I missed
last year."
Teammate Robin Zopolsky '98 commented "Ashley is an athlete with a lot
of talent and skills. Both her positive attitude and desire to win are contagious"
Teammate Kate Leonard '99 continued,
"I'm not surprised at Ashley's success.
She came in, worked hard and has
proven herself as a leader. She stepped
intoa position, following last year, that a
lot of people were hesitant to fill. And she
is getting the job done as well, if not better than it was done last year."
Former High School nemesis and
present 2-sport teammate, Amanda
Tucker '98, commented "She is so intense
and works hard everyday in practice for
both sports. Its awesome she's scoring so
many goals because she truly deserves
it." Knowles is also one of Trinity's
standout players on its perennial national contending Lacrosse team.
Knowles is as distinguished off the
field as she is on. She is an economics
major and the Vice President of Finance
for the Ivy Society. After school she hopes
to go into either the corporate consulting field or budget management.
Knowles recognizes that this is her last
hurrah, athletically. "Since this is my last
year, I want to take advantage of any
team oppourtunities and have as much
fun with the sport as possible,"
Knowles is poised to propel the Field
Hockey team into another NCAA appearance and her scoringbarage is seemingly unstoppable. Yet, as the goals and
accolades keep piling up Knowles just
blushes and gives credit to others. She
may possess spectacular scoring skills
but what really stands out is her mod-

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage
GRINDERS
8" Half
$3.75
Cooked Salami
$3.75
Eggplant
$3.75
Genoa
$3.75
Ham
$3.75
Meatballs
$3.75
Roast Beef
$3.75
Sausage

Tuna
Turkey
Veggie/cheese
Chicken Cutlet
Steak/Cheese
Seafood
Combo (2 kinds of meat;

$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.50

Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
Baked ziti
Meat Ravioli
Cheese Ravioli
Veggie Ravioli
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95

mm

16" Whole

$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9.00

wsm
$7.95
$7.95
$7.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

7

CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD
$1,95
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1.50
Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch

• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
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Men's Soccer Headin' In The Right Direction

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - OCTOBER 7,1997

Women's

Continues Skid

BY ANDY HAYES

Sports Writer

This past week showed the
importance of coming ready to
play. After a come-from-behind
victory over Connecticut College on Wednesday, the men's
soccer team lost to a mediocre
MIT squad on Friday. What
should have been a tremendously successful week following the Bantams first loss to
Williams last Saturday, turned
to disappointment as the Bantams failed to play to their abilities against MIT.
On Wednesday, the Bantams
came out slow, but so did the
Connecticut College Camels
ALEXCUKOR
and the result was a sloppy first The Bantam defense stymies the
Connecticut
College
attack.
twenty minutes. The Camels
struck first in the 25th minute
as a cross was served to an open lofted a cross into the box. The capable of. The first half ended
forward who put it home for the Camel goalie came off his line scoreless, and Bantams hoped to
goal. After an emotional half- to grab the ball, but it had come out and play a better sectime speech by Head Coach floated over his head and into ond half. The team came out
Eddie Mighten, the team came the goal. The Bantam defender's sluggish and could not find the
out firing in the second half. first collegiate goal put the Ban- back of the net. Finally, the
The ball did not leave the Camel tams ahead, 2-1. With five min- worse happened and MIT
defensive half for the first utes left, a Camel forward scored a goal with about thirty
twenty five minutes. The Ban- slipped through the defense minutes left. The team decided
tams got the equalizer on pen- and was one-on-one with fresh- to start playing but still could
alty kick by Mike Wilson '00. man goalie Tom Hambrick- not find the net and lost with
This was a result of the constant Stowe. Then Dudevoir came the final score of 1-0.
pressure put oh the Camel de- from across the net and blocked
With Bantams ending last
fense by forwards Nathan Pot- a sure goal and the Bantams week on a sour note, they have
ter '00, David Aucoin '98, Jay held on to win, 2-1.
two big games coming up. On
Fernandez '99, and Wilson durThe Bantams went to MIT as Wednesday, the squad will
ing the second half.
the favorite, but saw what hap- travel to Amherst to play the #1
During this final twenty min- pened when you don't come team in New England.
The Lord Jeffs are undefeated
utes, one Bantam shined. Cap- ready to play., Trinity started
tain Mike Dudevoit '99 showed off well having close to ten shots and will test the Bantam soccer
on goal in the first, twenty min- team, Then on Sunday, the Banhy
is a leader of this team. 'With fif- utes. Despite the s'core'being 0- tams-Wfll aj*&in travel north to
teen minutes left, Dudevoir was 0, the squad decided to relax Boston to play the Jumbos of
to the right of the goal and and not play the soccer they are Tufts.

started in the hectic fashion every fan hates to watch their
Sports Writer
team sink into. Senior Tri-captain Colleen McGlynn comIt was a gloomy week for the mented, "Wejust came out cold.
women's soccer team. Dropping Mr. Freeze cold. The intensity
two games, their record we play with normally just
dropped to 1-5-0 at the mid-sea- wasn't there this time and we
son mark. A visit to Clark in lost." Impressive as always in
Worchester on Wednesday re- the mix was the Trinity defense
sulted in a 3-2 loss, character- and the don't-bring-that-here
ized as an agonizing see-saw physical play of the two markmatch. "We were down a few ing backs, Courtney Glenn '99
players due to injuries and aca- and Caitlin Burke '00. "It really
stinks to lose, especially when
the effort of the whole team is
so apparent." A scoreless first
half saw first nearly the entire
Trinity team fending off repeated attacks from Colby on
the wings. After several cold
stops by sweeper-back Addie
Seller '01 and goalie Michelle
Forte '01 took over with several
demies. And it wasn't as pretty camera-stunning saves. Even as
play as we had on parent's week- Forte smothered shot after shot,
end. But I was really proud of Colby continued to pressure the
the effort we put into it up goal and constantly kept the
there," said Tri-captain Jen ball on the offensive. "Towards
Martinelli. Clark's opening goal the end, we really had the mowas quickly answered by the mentum going; but, by that
Bantams, as was a second Clark time it was too late," comgoal soon after that. Apparently, mented McGlynn. "It's really
the Bantams had found the hard to get back into a game afscoring punch which had been ter taking a goal like that." On a
missing in so many of their pre- better note McGlynn, currently
vious games. However, the Ban- sidelined with an injury, will
tams could not come up with a most likely return for the latter
response to the third and final part of the,season. - ••.
opposing goal and were forced
Trinity plays once again at
to take the loss.
home this Thursday against
The Colby White Mules, who Smith College before beginning
visited this Saturday, did not a late 'seasattwoacHarip* against
bring tidings of joy to the Trin- Tufts on the 12th and Nicholson
ity campus either. The game the 16th.
BY DEVIN PHARR

STREIf

INFONXX is recruiting a few top college graduates to
build a team of project managers who will learn how
. to manage, operate, and direct a dynamic, fast-growing
company. Founded by two IvyMBAs five years ago,
INFONXX provides opportunities unmatched by the
investment banks and consulting firms, at a
:

COMPETITIVE SALABY,

You will have an immediate and direct impact on
ourhusiness.
Please visit the Trinity Careers Office for details on the
position, our company, and our upcoming campus visit
INFONXX IBformatioiial Session
Tuesday, October 21. 7s00pzn
Career Services

THIS WfcEh I N BANFAiVi Jlrfviaf trivial! Trivia!!!
W I T H OCTOBER UPON US, MANY PEOPLE WILL TURN THEIR
ATTENTION TO THE TIME HONORED TRADITION OF

OCTOBERFEST. HENCE OUR THEME FOR THE WEEK:
ATHLETIC NAMES WHICH INCLUDE BEER. NAMES WOU WILL
Tuesday, October 7
Volleyball vs. Amherst, 7:00 PM

Saturday October 18
Field Hockey vs. Bowdoin, 11:00 AM
Men's Soccer vs. Bowdoin, 11:00 AM
Women's Soccer vs. Bowdoin, 11:00 AM
Wednesday October 8
Field Hockey at Conn. College, 4:00 PM Football vs. Bowdoin, 1:30
Volleyball at Hamilton Tournament
Men's Soccer at Amherst, 4:00 PM
Cross Country at Allentown Invitational
Women's Tennis at UCONN, 3:00 PM
Crew at the Head of the Charles
Thursday, October 9
Monday, October 20
Women's Soccer vs. Smith, 4:00 PM
Women's Tennis vs. Smith, 3:00 PM
Friday, October 10
Volleyball vs. Western Conn. 7:00 PM
Volleyball at Gordon Invitational
Tuesday, October 21
Saturday October 11
Field Hockey at Wesleyan, 4:00 PM
Volleyball at Gordon Invitational
Wednesday, October 22
Volleyball at Conn. College, 7:00 PM
Sunday October 12
Field Hockey at Tufts, 11:00 AM
Thursday, October 23
Women's Soccer at Tufts, 11:00 AM
Women's Tennis at Tufts, 11:00 AM
Women's Soccer at Mt. Holyoke, 4:00 PM
Men's Soccer at Tufts, 1:30 PM
Saturday, October 25
Football at Tufts, 1:30 PM
Field Hockey at Middlebury, 11:00 AM
Crew at the Head of the Connecticut
Men's Soccer at Middlebury, 11:00 AM
Women's Soccer at Middlebury, 11:00 AM
Wednesday. October 15
Men's Soccer vs. Eastern Conn, 4:00 PM Football at Middlebury, 1:30 PM
Women's Tennis at Wesleyan, 3:00 PM Volleyball at Coast Guard Tournament
Crew at Head of Schuykill
Cross Country at Albany Invitational
Thursday, October 16
Field Hockey vs. Smith, 4:00 PM
Women's Soccer at Nichols, 3:30 PM

ACE!

Win Pizza at the Serving Contest

The Volleyball team is hosting another serving
. AmReTsTTTltapSza box and win a pizza from
First and Last!

NOT

BE SEEING IN THIS WEEK'S EDITION: PAUL "BEER"

BRYANT, THE CHICAGO BEERS, FORMER ATLANTA SLUGGER
ALE

MURPHY, KEG LUGANIS, BREW BLEDSOE, THE CUINESS

BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS, CHARLIE STE/NER, NOR ANY
SPECKLED STOUT FISHING.

1. THIS HIGH ALTITUDE STADIUM IN COLORADO IS
THE SIGHT OF CONSTANT HOME RUNS AND SPORTS
AN OCTOBERFEST-L1KE MONAKER.
2. THE FOLLOWING PLAYERS WERE MEMBERS OF THIS
FRANCHISE: PAUL MOLITER, ROLLIE FINGERS, ROBIN
YOUNT, AND
3. THIS INTERIM COMMISIONER IS PRESSING FOR
BASEBALL TO ADJUST TO ONE OF THE PROPOSED
RADICAL REALL1GNMENT SUGGESTIONS FOR THE
MA]OR LEAGUES.
4. THE FOLLOWING PLAYERS HAVE PLAYED FOR THE
CARDINALS IN THIS WELL-NAMED STADIUM: GARY
GAIETTI, TOM HERR, BOB TEWKSBERRY
5. THIS MAN IS THE 8TH ALL-TIME WINNINGNEST
COACH IN THE NFL, H IS LAST NAME IS GRANT BUT
HIS FIRST NAME HAS A FEW MORE SUDS IN IT.

Bantams In The Spotlight

KELLYFLAMAN DON MILLER.
FIELVHOCKEY FOOTBALL
WALPOLE/MA HEAD COACH

:•••>

WITH THE WIN OVER HAMILTON THIS
FLAMAN SCORED THE GAME
WEEKEND, HEAD COACH DON MILLER
WINNING GOAL IN WE FIELV
BECAME THE WINNINGESTCOACH IN
HOCKEY TEAM'S OVERTIME
VICTORY AGAINST SPRINGFIELD DIVISION III NEW ENGLAND FOOTBALL
HE HAS WON 169 GAMES IN
COLLEGE. HER FIRST GOAL OF THEHISTORY
HIS 30 YEAR CAREER AT TRINITY,
SEASON, IT LIFTED THE
BREAKINGFORMER AMHERST COACH
BANTAMS OVER THE#2 RANKED JIM OSTENDARP'S RECORD.
SPRINGFIELD TEAM.
CONGRATULATIONS COACH MILLER!
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Coach Miller Breaks New England Record With 169th
BY LEVI LITMAN
Senior Editor

It took thirty years for Trinity
coach Don Miller to break the
New England Division III
record for most coaching victories. His 169th victory came Saturday against Hamilton, as
Trinity dominated the line of
scrimmage on both sides of the
ball in a 28-7 rout of the Continentals. After, the game, players
gave Miller a water shower,
dumping ten gallons on him.
Fans and family surrounded
Miller with banners exhaulting
his feat. "I'm glad to be a part of
it," said senior co-captain Ryan
Burch.
"He is a very emotional
coach," added senior co-captain
Joe Mullaney. "It's a big tribute
to him. To amount that many
wins is exceptional."
Coach Miller, though, was
modest about this momentus
occasion. "1 don't have much to
say about it." Miller, more concerned with crediting his players with, the victory, quickly
changed the subject to the game
itself. "1 am very pleased with
ow defense. They gave us great
field position. We came together as a team in the second
half and it should carry us for

Head Coach Don Miller gets "gatoraded" in a 1993 victory
celebration. This week Miller surpassed the New England
Division III all time win record with 169.
Lynch had nine tackles each.
the rest of the year."
The defense shut down the Sophomore Nate Barad had two
run, allowing just 5^f yards on. sacks andr continuously pres27 carries. J"uriior Sean Cooney -SfiJtea Wa mil ton's quarterback,
lead the way with twelve tack- Robbie Peters.
Trinity's strength on defense
les. Burch and senior Colin

Field Hockey Sticks It To 'Em

HTTP://WWW.COURANT.COM

nas oeen ontzing tneir linebackers and safeties. Peters, an
inexperienced sophomore
quarterback, could riot pick up *frre act ftoWtmfflmsm
six
on the Bantams defensive players ran for at least 28 yards.
scheme.
see MILLER TIME on Page 19

Cross-Country Rungjtyvdy
With Bantam invitational
BY YoiANDA FlAMINO

Sports Writer

WHitney Scarlett gets down on a pass up field this
past weekend against Colby.
BY AMANDA TUCKER

Sports Writer
• V*.

Last year the women's field
hockey team jumped out to a
record of 9-0 before losing their
first game. The team is on track
to do the same if not better because they are 6-0 and on a roll.
The week began with a win over
Springfield College and ended
with another one against the
Mules of Colby College.

The game on Wednesday was
different than any other game
this season. The team had to
play the game on artificial turf,
as well as at night under the
lights. To move to surfaces like
that would have phased a lesser
team but the Bantams never felt
that they could not win. It was
this winning attitude that
helped the team, who never led
in the game, to win the game in
overtime. Springfield opened
up the scoring within a minute

DANMCDEVIT

and a half but Trinity did not
hang their head and instead answered back seven minutes
later with an Ashley Knowles'
'98 goal. The scoring would
continue to see-saw with
Springfield scoring and then
Knowles scoring another. The
team found themselves downa
goal, 3-2, with two and half
minutes left when the corner
team put one in on a beautiful
stop: by co-captain Anna
see STILL on Page 20

"We run different fronts defensively and you never now
where we are coming from,"
said Burch. "We weren't even on
the field that much. We kept on
giving it back to the offense."
Trinity's offense took command of the game from the very
beginning. Their first drive
started at their own 49 yard
line, thanks to a 38-yard kickoff return by junior J.R. Faget.
Mullaney took control of the
game on the ground with the
option. Mullaney had two first
down runs of eleven yards before he kept the ball on the option off the left tackle in scoring
the first points of the game from
seven yards out to give the Bantams a 6-0 lead.
"We knew we could take advantage of them with the option," said junior halfback
Sherman Francis who had 124
yards on 22 carries. "In the first
half, they overflowed outside
and Joe could keep it."
Mullaney, (18 rushes for 61
yards) and the Bantams kept
the ball on the ground for most
of the game. Trinity controlled
the ball for nearly 39 mnrtfte^
as they amassed 320 yards on
the ground. Everyone got into

This weekend the cross
country teams hosted theBantam Invitational, where approximately ten teams
competed on the hilly course.
Trinity was able to utilize its
knowledge of the course to
help both the men and women
win their respective races. The
men's team,in a 44-56 victory,
beat Wesleyan (second place)
for the first time this season.
The women easily overcame
the competition, as they won
the meet with 29 points compared to Vassar's 75 points and
Wheaton's 93 points.
The men's team was in fine
form on Saturday as they
placed three men in the top
ten. The top Trinity finisher
was Eric Lavigne '98, who finished third with a time of
27:10, This.was an eleven second ' improvement, over
Lavigne's time from last year
Freshmen Todd Markelz, the
next Trinity scorer, finished
with a time, of 27:27, which
placed him fifth overall. Add-

seyertth. Another freshmen,
Paul Pultar, grabbed a scoring
position, as he finished 14th.
David Kyle;'00,-who continues
to drop his times, rounded out
the top five Trinity positions.
Kyle finished two places behind . Pultaf, , beating

Wesleyan'5 fourth and fifth
runner and thus having a great
part in defeating theCardinals.
Sophomores Andrew Malick,
Adam Forkner, and Benjamin
Goss all ran well for the team.
The women's team also won
their race, as they placed four
people in the top five. Leading
the team and earning first
place honors was senior Elizabeth Worthy, who finished
with a time of 19:11 over the
hilly 5K course. Finishing in
second and third place were
juniors Yolanda Flamino and
Kimberly Mendell, respectively. In fifth placewasSonya
Worthy '98, who continues to
excel with every race. The final scoring position was
earned by Alexandria Murallo
'01. On her heels was sophomore Mariah Titlow, who has
been running fabulously since
returning from an injury,
Nicole Hanky '99, finished in
the top 25 with a time of 21:25.
Ann.Mary Lukas '01 and Katie
Bisbee '98, finished within seconds of one another. Also,
freshmen Mara Kieth and junior Deborah Van Allen added
to the team's solid foundation
as they ran impressive races."
. Team members were
pleased with their win and believed that the familiarity of
the course was beneficial.
However, they more importantly attributed their success
to solid training and their excitement about the team's continuing success.

